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TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 1360 
THE STABn..ITY 0]' THE LAMINAR BOmIDARY LAYER 
nr A COMPRESSIBLE FLUlD 
By Lester Lees 
Bm1NARY 
The present paper is a .continuation of a theoretical investi-gation of the stability of the laminar DounCiary l ayer in a com-pressible fluid. .~ approximate estimate for the minimum critical Reynolds number Be J or stability limit; is obtained in terms crmin 
.' 
of the distribution of the kinematic viscosity and. the product of 
. du* the 'mean density p* al1d mean vorticity --- across the bo~~dary dy* 
. layer. With the help of th1s estimate for Re } it 1s show. 
, crlllin 
tha.t withdrawing heat from the fluid throuGh the solid surfa.ce increases Be and stabilizes the fIm';J as compared with the crmin 
. fl.ow over an insulateCi. surface at the same "Mach mllllOE?r. Conduction of heat to the fluid through the solid svxface has exactly the opposite effect. The value of Be for the insulated surface crmin 
decreases as the Mach number increases for the case of a uniform free-stream· velocity. These general conclD~ions are supplemented by detailed calculations of the curves of wave number (inverse Wdve length) against Reynolds number for the neutral disturbancGs f or 10 representative coses of insulated and noninsulatod surfaces. 
So far as laminar stability is concernedJ an important dif-f erence exists between the case of a. subsonic and. 8upersonic f're0-stream "Velocity outside the boundary la.yer . Tho neutral boundary-l ayer disturbances that are significant for laminar stability die out e-xponentially with distance from tho solid surface; thel'eforo thc phase velocity c* of those disturbances is subsonic relative 
to the f r ee-stream velocity Uo-X' - or u
o * - c* < ao*' -where ao* 
is tho local aonic velocity. When -: is . 
e ')f-
a free-stream Mach number), it follov!S that o < C'i<- < c* • :: =- maxJ and any 
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laminar boundary-layer flow 1s ultimately unstabl e at su:fficiently 
high Reynolds numbers because of the destabilizing action of vis-
cosi ty near the solid surface " as explained by Prandtl for the 
c -l(' 1 ' 
incompressible fluid. When Mo > 1 , however, - > 1 - .- > o. 
ii:* Mo o 
If the quantity ~ ( -)U d - du* - " P* " dy* ~"7." __ u-*:::c* is large enough negatively, 
the rate a.t w'hich energy passes from the disturbance to the mean 
flmv, which is proportional to -c.j(· r d.
x
. (p-x. dU'~)~ _ ' 
Lcly dJ"* , 't~.:::C* can 
a lways be large enough to counterbalance the r a te at ,.hich energy 
passes from the mean flovi to the Cisturbance because of the desta-
bilizing action of viscosity near . the s olid surfa ce . In that ca se 
only dampec. disturbancos exist and, tho l a.minar botUldary l a.yer is 
comp.let6ly stable at all Reynold.s numbers . This concH tion occurs 
,·rhen the rate at which heat is ,d thdrawn from the fluid through 
the s olid surface reaches or exceeds a critical value that d.spends 
only on the Mach numbi.:ll' 2nd the properties of Jche cas. Calc1J~a -
tions sho," that for Mo > 3 (~pprox.) the laminar bounc.ary ··layer 
flow for thermal equilibrium - "There the heat cond1.1.ction throuCh 
the solid surface ba l ances the heat r adiated from the surfa ce - is 
completely stable e t all Reynolds nU!nbors under free -fli@lt conclHions 
if the free - stream velocity is uniform. 
The results of the analysis of the stability of the 13minar 
boundary layor must bo applied idth car e to dis cussions of transi-
tion; however , ,vi thdraw:L."1g heat from the fluid through the solid 
sl).rface> for example, not only increases Re but also 
cr!l1in 
decrea.s es the initial rate of amplification of the s elf-oxcited 
disturbances, "hich i 3 roughly propox·tional to l/\~' Thus ; V vcrmin 
tho effect of the thel"lllal conditions at the eolid s1J.rface on the 
transition Reynolds number Re
t r 
is sliatlar to the eff ect on Re . 
. crmin 
A comparison between this conclusion and experime:l'G13.J. investigations 
of the effect of surfa.ce heatin t=.; 0 11 tl'anoi tion at lov speeds Shovl8 
that the r esults of the prosent peper s ive tho proper direction of 
this eff ect. 
The eA'tonsion of tho result s of the stability an alysis to 
l aminar bovndery-layer ~as flows "dth a pressUre gradient in the 
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INTROmJC'rION 
By "elle theoretical studies of Heisenberg, TolJlnien ~ Schlichting, 
and Lin (references 1 to 5) and the "careful experiffiental investi-
gations of Lj.epraann (reference 6) and H. L . Dryden and his asso-
cia.tes (reference 7), it has boen definitely establishod that the 
flow in the laminar boundary layer of a viscou.:3 homoseneous incom-
prossible fluid is unstable above e. certein characterist ic crHical 
Reynolds number . When -c.he level of the disturbances in the free 
stream is 101-', as in most cases of techn:.tcal interest, this inherent 
instability of the laminar motion at sufficiently high Reynolds 
numbers is responsiblo for the ult:i.m.:'Ite transition to turbulent 
flow in the botmdary layer. The steady laminar boundary-layer flow 
would al~ys represent a possib10 solution of the steady equations 
of motion; but this steady flO1{ is in a state of unstable dynamic " 
equilibriroJl above the critical Reynolds number. Soli-excited dis-
turbances (Tollmien ~~ves) appear in the flow, and these dis turb-
ances grow large enough eventually t o dostroy the laminar motion. 
The question naturally arises as to ho", the phenomena of 
l8-lYJ.inar inst.sbility and transition to turbulent floi'; are modified 
when the fluiD. yeloci ties and temperature vcriations "in the bO"l.1lld8ry 
l ayer are large enou&~ so t hat tho compressibility and conductivity 
of the fluid can no l on c;er be neglected . Tho present paper repre -
sents tho second phese of a theoretica l investigation of the sta-
bility of the laminar boundary- l ayer flow of a gas, in ~nich the 
cOlllpr88sihility and. hea t conductivity of the gas as ,";ell as its 
Viscosity} are taken into account. The first part of this work 
"WaS pres ented i!l reference 8. The objects of this investigation 
are (1) to dot ermine how tho stability of the laminar boundary 
layer is affected by the fr ee - stream 1<1ac11 ll"tuuber and the thcrlIli:: l 
conditions at the solid boundary and (2) to obtain a better undor-
8t~ndin8 of the pl~Tsical oa sis for tho instability of laminar gas 
flovTS. In this sense., tho present study is an exboncion of the 
Tol1nrien-Schlichting analysis of the st3bility of tho laminar flow 
of an incompress:i.bl e flu.."td> but the investigation i s also concerned 
wi th the general quostion of boun&"lry- laycr distu..C'bancos in a 
comprossible fluid and t heir possible intoractj.0118 with the main 
externa l fl0\1 . 
SYMBOLS 
With minor oxcoptiona the symbols used in t his paper oro tho 
same as those introduced in r oforonce 8. Pl~isical quanti ties are 
3 
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denoted by an asterisk, or 8t ~n', 'Whereas the correspondJ.ne; non- , 
dimensional quantities are unstarred. A ba~ over a ~uantity denotes 
mean value; a prime d.enotes a fluctuntion; the subscrl!'t 0 denotes 
free-stream values at the "cdee" of the bOll.."ldary layer; the sub-
script 1 denotes values at the s olid surface; amI the sub -
scr ipt c denotes values at the inner " cri tic.:)l layer" , v,her e 
t he Dhase velocity of the disturbance ec,tuals the mean fJovT veloc:i.t y . 
Tho free-stl'eam value s are the choracterist:i.c measures for all non-
dimensional quanti ties . 'llhe char acteristic l en gti:1 measure is . tho 
boundary-layer thiclmosB B, oxcept ",hore other-risB ind.ica t ed . 
Note that in order to confor m w:i.t h standard not a t ion, the SJ~fDOl 0 
for b0undary-l3yer thickness is 'JJ.1st8r :red., '"mereas the symbols B* 
an,1 e are 118(:ld for b01mdary-laYElr displ acement thiclmess and 
boundary-layor momentum thickness , respectively . 
x* distance ~long sUTface 
y'',<- distance nor.mol t o surfa ce 
t * time 
u* component of veloc:i.ty in x'* - d.iroction 
'\or ::: u* 
U * 0 
y-¥.' COlJl])onent of vel ocity i n y-l<--cliroct:lon 
v;* ' 
(9= 
u * 0 
\jI* stream funct~on for mean f l ow 
-, p"" dens:i_ ty of ga.s 
p-x-
. pressure of gas 
T-X' t emperatura of gas 
r-* l aminar shear s tress 
~ * 1 ordinary coefficient of vtscosity of ga s 
v* kinematic viscosity of gas (Ill '*/p~!-) 
J 
,. 
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kl<- thermal conductivity of gas 
Cv specifj_c heat at constcmt volume 
Cp spe,c:lfic heat at constant pressure 
R~- gas constant per gram 
Y ratio of specific he8ts (cp /cv); 1.405 for air 
c-x- complex phase veloci ty of bo~~dary-layer dist1rrbance 
).;x-
-wave length of boundary-layer disturbance 
0 bound.ary-J.eye::-o tld_ckness 
5* boundary-layer d.ieplacemellt thicknens Cl'" (1 - PW)d0 
e bounda."Y-1ayer momentum thickness (1'" 011(1 - ")dy-~ 






p -1-C u~- e 
o 0 
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Prandtl number 
1. PRELTh1INARY CONS]J)ERATIONS 
In the first ph3se of this investigstion ( r eference 8) the 
stability of the laminar b0undary-layer flow of a sas is analyzed 
by the method of small perturbations, which i,as a lready s o suc -
cessfully utiUzed for the stucly of the stability of the laminar 
flm.; of an incompressible fluid. ( See reference 5 . ) By this 
method a nonsteady ga s flm, is investiGated i n \'lhich all physical 
quantities diffel" from their values in a ;3iven stendy gas floi-i 
by small perturbations tha t are functi ons of t h e time end the space 
cooY.'dinates . This nonsteady f l ow must satisfy the complete ga s·· 
dynamic ';;'Iuations of motion end the S8Ille boundary cond.ltions as 
the gi yen ste;~ d.:r flm...... rl.'he question is whethol' t he n onsteady flow 
damps to the steady floiV, oscillates about it) or di ver ges f r om it 
,.r.. th ttmB - tha t is , whether the small perturbations are damped, 
neutral, or self - exci teo_ (listm 'bnnces in time, and thus whether 
-the given steady gas 1'10\'1 is stable or unstabl e . The analysis is 
particularly conceln :0.od ,,'1 th the condi tiona for the existence of 
neutral disturbances) "i·Thich mark the tramJi tion from stabl e to 
unstable flo,\.[ and define the minimum cri ttcaJ. Reynolds num'ber . 
L'1 order t o brlng out some of the prinCipal features of the 
s t Ability problem ,nthout becoming in rol ved in hopeless mathe -
matical compUcations , the s olid boundar y is t aken as two dimen-
sional and of negligible cvrvature and the boundary-layer f10,,\., is 
regard.ed as plane and essentially paral lel; tha t is, the velocity 
component in the directi on nOl~l to the surface is n8&ligibl e and 
the velocity component parallel t o the surfa.ce is a functiol1 mainly 
of the di f:!tance normal t o the surfa ce. The small disturbances, 
'\.;hich are also tyro dimenSional ; ar e analyzecl into FO.urier com-
ponents 7 or norIl131 modes , periodic in the directi on of the free 
stream; and the /:mpli tucle of ea ch one of these partia l oscillations 
i s a function of the distsnce normal t o the solid surfa ce, that 
is ; u-K- ' = u
o
-* f Cy ) eict(x- ct). 
In the study of the stabi:Lity of the lami nar b OlLn.dar y l ayer : 
it will be seen that only the local properties of the "parallel ll 
flOl" ar c significant . To include the variation of the mean velocity 
in the o_irection of the free stream or tho velocity component norma.l 
6 
.. 
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to the solid boundary in the problem .... ,rould lead only to higher order 
terms in the differential eqW:ltioIlS governing the disturbances, 
since both of these lactors are inversely proportional to the local 
Reynolds munber based on the boundary-layer thiclmess. (See" for 
ey..ample, reference 2.) By a careful analysis) Pretsch has show'u 
that even with 1:\ pressure gr-adient in the direction of the free 
stream the local mean-velocity Qistribution alone determines the 
stability characteristics of the local boundary·-layer flo\'l at 
large Reynolds numbers (reference 9) . Such a. statement applies 
only to the sta.bili ty of the flow vri tIll]} the bORTldary layer . For 
the interaction between the boundClry layer and a main "external" 
supersonic flow, for oy.am.plc, it is obviously the variaM.on in 
boundax'y-layor thickrlGs,s and mean velocity along the surface that 
is significant. (Sea reference 10. ) 
The aforementioned considerations also l ead quite naturally 
to the stuO-Y of individual part.ial oscillations of the 
form f ey ) oia(x- ct ), for "Thich the d~.fferentiaJ. equations of 
disturbanco do not contain x and t oxplicitly. Those paTtiaJ 
oscillations are ie.Gally s ui ted for tho study of j.nstablli ty, f or 
in orde~ to show that a flow is lUlstable it is UPJ1ecessary to 
consi(ler the most goneral~90s3j.blG disturbuIlCej in fact ; the 
simplost will suffice. It is only necessa~cy to sh01' that Q. 
particular disturbance satisfying the equations of motion and the 
b01.mclary conditions is self-excited or, in this ca.so, that the 
ima.ginary part of t~le complex phase velocity c is posHive. 
In reference B the differential e~uations governin g one 
normal mode of the dIsturbances in the laminar boundary layer of 
a gas were derived and studied. very thoroue;hly. The complete set 
of solutions of the ~isttITbonce equations ;ms obt ained and the 
physical boundary conditions that these s olutions satisfy were 
investiga.ted. It W8S fo'l.l.J."1o that the final r eJation between the 
values of c, a, and R that cletermines the poss5.ble noutrei 
disturbances (lim:i.ts of stability) is of the sanl.8 for-ill in the 
compressible fluid 8S 1n the incompre·ssible fiv.id., -to a first 
approximation . The basis for this result i13 the fact that for 
Roynolds numhors of' tho order of th.ose en.countered in' most a.ero-
dynamic probloms; the t emperature o.isturbancofj h:we only a negligible 
effect on those particular velocity solutiol1..s of tho llisturbance 
equations that dcpend .pril1lE;lrily on the viscosity (viscous solu-
tions).· To a first approximation) tho.se -viscous solutions there-
fore do not cLepend directly on the heat conductivity and ar e of 
the SaID0 form as in thC:! incompressibl e fluid., Gxcopt that they 
involve tho Royn olds number based on the kinomatic viscosity ncar 
tho solid boundary (ivhore tho viscous for ces ar c important) rather 
than in the free str0am. In this first approxiluation, the second 
7 
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viscosity coefficiont , which is a measure of the QepenQcnce of the 
preSS'LU'e on the rate of change of density, cloes not affect the sta-
bility of the laminar b01mclary layer. F-rom these results it .was 
1nferred that at large Reynolds numbers the influence of the :,<"iscous 
forces on the stability is essentially the saTTle as in an incom-
pressible fluid . This inference is borne out by the results of the 
prosent paper . 
. The influence of the inertial forces on the stability of · the 
laminar bound.nry layer is reflocted in the behav:i.or of the . asymp- ' 
tot:Lc inviscid solutions of the disturbance eq,uations) .1hich are 
independent of Reynolds number in first appro::d.mation. The r e su-Us 
obt£:ined. in referenc.o 8 show that the behavior of the i nertial 
forcos is d.ominc:rted by tho distri oution of the product of tho mean 
dw density and. mean vorticity p_. across the bO'lLTldary layer. (Tho 
ely 
gradient of this . quantity, or ~~~\ which pJ.ays tho samo role 
as tho gradient of the vorticity 5.n the case of an incompresoible 
fluid, is a mensuro of the rato at Ii'!ich the I -momentv.m of the 
thin layer of fluid nea~r thE.: c1'i ti cal l oyol' ( 'lilero 'V7::: c) 
increases) or d.ec!'o830S.) bocl'luDO of tho tri::moport of momentum by 
the ~ist1.1.rbanco . ) In orcloT to clClJ.'ify the bolwvior of the inortial 
forces, the limiting case of an inviscid f11.1.11;1 (R-7CXl ) is .otudiod 
in detail in r oference 8, The follOidng goneral criterions arc 
obtained: (1) I f tho <ll)..anttty - p- vanishes f or Gome va lue d ~ dW') 
dy dy 
of '1;.7 > 1 1 II.' 0' 
10 
then neutral and sGlf-exdtcd subsonic disttlrb -
ances exist and the invisdcl compressible flor' 10 unstablo. 
d (, d'·r\ ( 2) If the CJ.uentity 'd.y '\ ely) d.eos not vanish for Doine value 
_ 1 
of -,1 >..L - - , thon B.ll tmbsor..ic Cl5.sturbances of fini to WDVO 
Mo 
. l ength 'ar e dampod ancl th~ invIocid compressible flml is stablo. 
(Outsido the bourldary layer j tho relative v oloei ty betvloon the moan 
flow and tho x-component of the phQso voloCity of a subsonic dis -
t1.Al'bance is loss th_~n '~ho mean sonic voloci t ·;}". Tho T!lDgrll tude of 
3t1Gh a diptl'J:'hance dios out exponentially with dis'Gance from the 
solid sux,raco.) ( 3) In sonor8.l; a dioturbance ·: ga in8 energy f:r:om 
u u 18 POSI I VO a 0 crlv~ca ~yer +he me""n flOi',r l' f O. (,p' (hT). . t . t th ' + . l ' ~ 
dy, dy 
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The general stability criterions for inviscid compressible 
flow give Borne ins:t ght into the effect of the inertial forces on 
the stability, but tley cannot. be t aken over bod..i..ly to the r eal 
cOLlpressible fluj.d. Of course) if a flow is lll1sta~ole in the . 
limiting case of an infinite Reynolds nt~bor , tho flow· is unstable 
for a corta.in finHe r ange of Reynolds mmiber. _ A compressible flow 
the.t is stable when R ~ 0:>, hovevor, is not necessarily stable 
'l t all rinit e Reynol ds numbers "mon the effect of viscosity is 
taken into a_ccollnt. Ono of the Obj0ctS of the present paper is 
to settle this Ciuostion. 
On tho basis of the stability cri torj.ons obta:tllEld in refer-
ence e, some gener e l stat oments 1·rere ma de COllCGl'lling the eff ect of 
thermal conditions at the saUd boundary on the stabiHty of l aminar 
:o~::::y:~a::: :~~:~iO:: :; ::::l::::o:r:::ll:::C:~::;:;ni~B ~~!) dy\ dy 
vanishes for some valuo of i'T > 0 i f (:) :: 0, that is, 1f 
heat is a dded to t he fluid till' .ugh tho 
IrE)'-s'llrface i s insulated . If { -- > 0 
\ dY 1 
1 
solid surface or :tf the 
and i s suffi Ciently lorge, 
that is, if heet i3 i~thdrawn from the fluid t hrough the solid 
---_._-_. ' \ '.' 
f t uff' . . t t th t . + d ( d.i>/' : ni h sur. a ce a a S _lClen - ra. 0, e <luan l Jy - P- l never va s ea . 
. ~ _\ dy /- . 
ThUG, when' (~) -::;, 0.. the laminar· boundary-la.yer flow is desta -
Y'l 
bilized by the action cf the inertial forces 'but s t abilized 
through the inc!'Gose of kin'ematic viseosi ty near the solid surface. _ (ill). . . vihen -- > O . the r everse is true . The Question of "Thi ch of dy . -
1 
these effocts is predominant can be aDs" er ed only by f1ll' ther study 
of the sta.bili ty prOf)J.em i n a real compressible fluid. 
In the p!6Seilt paper. this invest~gation :ts conMnued along the 
follo,lin b linen: 
(1) A study is illnde of · h o'l;'! -t he general. ex-5. teri Cl").S fo.r insta -
hili ty in an inviscid cdmpress'ibl'e fluid ere modified by th(;'l 
1.ntroduction of a Glllall viscosity ( stabiJi ty at yf'/ry l ar se 
Reynol~s numbers ). . . . 
9 
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(2) The conditions for toe existence of neutral distUrb-
ances at large Reynolds number are examined (study of asymp-
totic form of relation between eigen-values of c, ~, and 
(3) A relatively simple expression for the approximate 
value ·of the minimum critical Reynolds number is derived; 
R). 
this expression involves the local distribution of mean 
velocity and mean temperature across the boundary layer . T~1s 
approximation will ·serve as a criterion from i.hich the effect 
of the free-stream Mach numbel~ and thermal conditions at the 
solid surface on the stability of laminar boundary-layer flow 
is readily evaluated . The qUGstion of the relative influence 
of the kinematic visco sHy and the distribution of ~ on 
stability "'ould then be settled. 
(4) The energy balance for small disturbances in the roal 
compressible fluid is considered :tn an attempt to clarify the 
physical basis for the instability of laminar gas flows. 
(5) In order to supplement the investigations outlined 
in the four preced.ing paragraphs, . detailed calculations are 
made of the lim1 ts of staoUi ty, or the curve of a, against R 
for the neutral disturbances for several representative cases 
of insulated and noninsulated surfaces. The results of the 
calculations are presented in figures 1 to 8 and t~bles I 
to IV . The method of computation of the stability limits is 
briefly outlined in reference 8, although the calculations 
'Ivere not carried out in that paper. 
In the present investigation the "lOrk of Heisenberg (refer-
ence 1) and Lin (reference 5) on the stability of a real incom-
pressible fluid is naturally an indispensable guide . In fact, the 
methods utiliz·ed in the present study are analogous to those 
developed for an incompressible fluid. 
The present paper is concerned only with the subsonic disturb-
ances. The ampl1 tude of the subsonic disturbance dies out rapidly 
vlith di stance from the solid boundary. In other "lOrds, the neutral 
subsonic disturbance 1s an "eigen-oscillation" confined mainly to 
the boundary layer and exists only for discrete eigen-values of c, 
~, and. R that determine the limits of stability of laminar 
boundary-layer flow. Disturbances classified in reference 8 as 
neutral "su-personic," that is, disturbances such that the relative 
velOCity between the x-component of the phase velocity of such a 
disturbance and the f r ee-stream velocity is greater than the local 
mean sound speed in the free stream, are actually progressive sound 
10 
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~ves that impinge obliquely on the boundary layer and are reflected 
'With change of amplitude . For disturbances of th:l.8 type the ,.;ave 
lengtll ruld phase velocity are obviously completely arbitrary (eigen-
values are continuous), and these disturbances ha.ve no significance 
for boundory-olayel~ stability. 
Hhen the free - stream velodty is supersonic (1:10 > 1), the 
subsonic boundary-layer disturbances must satisfy the requirement 
1 
that Uo * - c* < a o * or c > J. - - ( for Mo < 1, c > 0). Now, Mo 
by analogy \dth the case of an in80mpressible fluid it is to be 
expected that for values of c greater than some critical value of co' 
say, all subsonic disturbances are dDmped. Thus; when Mo > 1, 
there is the possibility tha.t f c'r certain mean velocity-temperature 
distributions across the boundary layer, neutral or self-excited 
distw'bances satisfying the differential equ,.qtionG of motion, the 
1 bO'Lmdary condi tiona, and, also, the physical requirement that c > 1 - ...... 
Mo 
cmUlot be fOlLl1d. In tha.t event, the laminar boundary floy1 is stable 
at all Reynolds numbors ° This interesting possibility is investi-
gated in the pres ent paper . 
2. CALCULATION OF TM LJJ.rrTS OF srABILJTY OF THE LAlIDoAR 
, 
BOUf\lDARY lJ\.Y.ER TIl A VISCOUS CONDUCTIVE GAS 
I.11 ordel~ that tho complete system of solutions of the differ-
entia l equations for t ho propagation or s111.811 disturbances in the 
laminar botlndr:ry layer slwl l satisfy the physical boundary condi- " 
t i ons , tho phese velocity mUDt c..~pond on the "Wavo length, the 
l~ Gynolds number J and the Hach :mmbcr in a manner that is deterrni~d 
entiroly by the local distribution of mean velocit~r and mean tempera-
ture a cross the boundary layer. In other vTOrds·, the only possible 
subooni c dist1)~~bances i:1 the l alllinar boundary layer nro thoso for 
,\rhi ch t here exists a definite r olation of the form (r eferonce 8) 
c (2.1) 
Since CJ.,J R, and M02 are real quantities , the relation (2.1) is 
equivalent to the two relations 
11 
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(2.1a.) 
. (2.1b) 
The curve cl(O") R,. 1-102) = 0 (or ex. ::: ex.~\ ) M(2)) for the neutral 
disturbances gl. ves the limits of sta1Jili ty of the laminar boundary 
layer aOt a given value of the Bach munber. From this ct1rve can be 
determined the va.lue of the Reynold.s number below which diGturD8l1ces 
of nIl wave lengths are clamped and abo-re 'Which self -excited disturb-
ances of cej.'tain ,·lave lengths appear in a giv0n laminar bound.ary~ 
layer flow. 
In reference 8, it is shown tha.t the relation ( 2 .1) -Dati-men 
the pha.Ge . velocity and the wave len,:;th takos the followil\g form: 
(2.2) 
In. equa.t1on (2.2), F (z) is the Tietjens function (reference ll) 
defined by the rela.tion 
1 + (2.3) 
where 
(2.4.) 
and the quantity Hl / 3 (1) is tho Ean1~el f1.mction of the first kind 
of order 1/3 . Th8 prime d.en(ytes 0_ifferentiat i on .rith r espect 
to y . The flU1ct1Qn E (o:., c) Mo2)J Ttrhich dopends only on the 
12 
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asymptotic inviscid solutions ~l and ~2 (section 4 o~ refer-
ence 8) and not on the Reynolds number, is defined as follows: 
Cj)22 t + j3~22 
where 
/'--_._------
1 j3 ::: a, ~ 1 - M/ (1 _ c) 2 
CPij ::: CPi(Y j) J 
(2.6) 
i , j == 1 , 2 
and Yl and Y2 are the coordinates o~ the solid surface and the 
»edge" 01' the bOlliLda1.7 layer, respectively. 
The Tietjens function vms carefully recalculated in reference 8, 
1 
and the real and imaginary parts of the function il> (z) ::: - - ( -)-
1 - F z 
are plotted in f"igure 9. (The fl)nction ¢( z) is f01md to be more 
sui t able than F( z) foJ;'. the actual calcuJ_ation of th0 stability 
limits. ) 
The inviscid solutions CPl and CP2 1.,ere obtained as power 
8erie~ i n 0.,2 as follovre~ection 6 of reference 8) : 
13 
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co 
M02) ::= (w - c) L o.211h2:r ... (y; 
n=O 
co 
. CP2 (~; 0.2 , c) Mo2) -- (v - c) > o.2~+1(Y; 
Il;::O 
c 1-1 2) 
, 0 (2.8) 
where for n > 1 
an('-
and for n 2: 1 
and 
h -;:: 1.0 
o 
T _ M 2 0..-
[
y [ - ] 
tY
l 
(w_c)2 0 y 
The lower limit in the integrals is t aken a t t1e surface merely 
f o!' convenience . "Then Y > YC ) the pa.th of integration must be 
taken ~ the point Y ::= Y c in the complex y-pJ.ane . The pOi-Tar 
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At the surface, the inviscid solut::i.ons are readily evaluat ed 
CfJ :..: - c J~ 
1 
(2. 11) 
At the "edge" of the boundary l ayer , the inviscid solutions are 
most conveniently expressed as follows: 
CfJ22 =:: 
-.(l -c) 
- 2 2J ro II - 10 ( 1 - c) \ ' 2rL « 2) / <:J., Ji2 1 c, Mo (1 _ c )2 '-- n -n== l 
(2.12) 
[ 2 2] ex> . 1 - Ho ( 1 - c) I 2 (c ) .- (1 - c) C(, )\:1") C, M 2 (1 _ c)2 - <...J'.1 0 
no~O 
15 
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,-,here 
H2n_l (C} ~1 2\ "e -\,2(1 - Cl
2J1 
h2n ' (Y2 j M02) r 
(2.13 ) 
c, o ) (1 - c)2 
f1 2 T I ISn (c , Ho 2) - Mo (1 - c)<:! ..... k r(. C 2) 
=L 2n+l .;'2 ' , Mo (1 - c)2 
With the aid of equations (2.11) , the expression for E{c:L; c ) M02) 
can b e r ewr itten a s f o110im: 
-( 2.14) 
where 
A( c) (2.15 ) 
c 
The relation (2. 2) botween the phase velocity and the ,mve length 
is brought into 8 form more su..i. table for t he calculation of the 
sta bili ty limits b - making use of. the fa ct t hat for rea l values 
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by the integral Kl ( c > Ho 2). (The procedure to be followed is 
identical wIth that used by Lin in the li.m5.tins case of 
the incompressible fluid (reference 5, Dnrt III).) Define the 
function ~(z) by the reletion 
t ( z) 
Then, 
~(z) - 1 ----- :::: 1 - E 
11 + iv ""' 
( tl + iv) ( 1 + )y) --::-r::---
:. ·1' )y ~ 1.l. .;-. i v) 
Equation (2.17) is 0Cluival ent t o the bo,O r eal relations 
<J!i(Z) == (1 + A.)v 






The real and ~gin8ry parts of ~ ( z) ar e plotted a 3ainst Z in 
figur e 9. 
The dominant t erm in the imnginary part of the right -hand side 
of equation (2.18) , 1fhich involves K10., Mo2}. is e xtracted 'uy means 





co ~ co V1 - Me 2(1 - c)2 I; _ L a;~2n - L a;2n+~2n+1 
9 2 \: n-l n=l 1 - ~2rr9 (1 _ c) ' e / Tl ~ _ 2 co Ivl . ---- - j 2 211+J_ u+ ivc T 1~1 + WJ -- 0" (, ~ 2n \ + V1 - Me (1 - c ) '1 - 2> ~",,0 




1T -- R f) 
'2 = 2 :r> 
... 
~ 
and for n ,> 'J 
-=-..J ~ 0 
Un ::: Kl~_l - ~ (2.22a ) I--' 
and 
vmen e is r eal ) 
Mn ::: ¥n-2 - flu 
\'71'c 
v ::;:-- I.P. Kl 
Tl 
(2.22b) 
for those values of ~ llild e that occur in the stability calet~ation7' (This approximation is 
justified later in appendix A .) The iraa,gil1ary part of the integral Kl\. 0, 1102) is readily computed. 
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Z - li 
=: - 1t (2.23) 
Now ),.(c) is cenerally quite 8Ill811) t horef ore <D:t (z) canpe 
taken equal to Y( c) e:.:ncl \,. r (z) can be t ak('m cqua.l to u etS a 
zeroth approximation. From equ/TtionB (2. 19) t ,!ld ( 2 .20 ) : 1 ... hen c is real 
I T /" :1 c (w ~)2 ( :~ 
1 \ c ~ c 
(2 . 25) 
By equation ( 2.24 ) ; ::0;( 0 ) is r elated to c ,-lit h the aId of figure 9; 
U(o) and by equa.tion ( 2 . 25) , is else related to c. 'l"'he C2.uant:L ty c:R 1s cormected with c by means of t he id.entity 
(2 .26) 
and the c·orresponding va.lues of a, ar e obta irunl :f:rom equat ion (2 .21) (slightly transformec1.) by a methou of succ;essi ve approx~.mation8 . 
19 
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where 
L .. 
(The symbols Mk and N1c n oiV' desj.(91Elte tho renl parts of the 
integrals M1c 'and. !'Tk') , The i ter ati :)1;' :p~occss is be,sun by t alc1n g 
a sui t able ini tie. l value of . a. on the r i..ht-i.li.mO. sj.de of equa-
tion (2.27). The' methods adopted. for COIilIH.lt i nC t ?le3o intecr6.1s 
'-then the mean velocity-temperatuJ'e profile is known are d..escribed. 
in append.ixes A t o C. 
For greater accuracy. the" va lues of z encl. u for a gi yen 
real va lue of c are computed by successive approximations . From 
equations (2.19) and (2.20) , 
(n+l) 
u 
(1 + ",) v 
,--- ,-----
( (n) \ 2 , 2 2 · ~ + '" u -) .:. '" v 
The value of v is nJ:v18:rs approxj..lll8ted by relation ( 2.2L~ ) . 
(2 . 28) 
(2.29) 
. Cu:rves of wave number ago::.nst Reynolds number for the ne'utral 
disturbance have 'been calculated for 10 reJ'or esentative ca ses 
(fig. 4) , tha t is ) insulatod surface a t Ma~h numbers of 0, 0.50 , 
0.70, 0 .90 , 1.10, end 1. 30 and heat tr3n, fer a cross the solid surfa ce 
20 
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at a Mach number of 0 : 70 wJ. t h valueo of t he rEttio of surface tempera .. 
ture to free-stream temperature Tl of 0 .70;. 0.80) 0.90, anCl. 1.25. 
(It is found more des:i.rable t o base the nondil11.ensional ,-mve number and 
the Reynolds munber on the momentum ti1ickness 0, vrh:!.ch is a direct 
measure of the sk:i.n friction. r a ther than on the bO"t.ma.a~y-13yer thick-
ness 0, .lhich is somewhat fnd.eflni to . ) 
In fieure 5 the rninimulll critical TIeynolds n~er Re ,or the 
crmin 
stability limit, is plotted against ~~ch number for the insulated 
surface; and in figure 6(a) RO is plotted against Tl for 
crm:i.r~ 
the cooled or heated surface at a Ma ch number 01 0.70. The Ill.8rked 
stabilizing influence of 2. ',tithdrawal of he::1t from. the flID.d is 
clearly evident. Discussion of the p11ys:i.cal significance of these 
numerical results is reserved until a. :f.'ter general criterions for 
the stability of the larrlj.I1E.::t:' boundar:y l ayer havo been obtcdned. 
3. DESTABILIZD'fG llJFlliJi.:l.lJCE OF VISCOSITY fD: VERY LARGE Rc."TIfOLDS 
NUMBERS; KY,TENSION OF lfElSEI'ffiIDiG ' S CRITERION 
TO '1'HE COHPBESSJJ3I..E F:L,UJJ) 
The numericol calcule tion of the l:i..mit3 of sta.bility for several 
particular cases gives some indj.cation of the effects of fr ee- stream 
Mach number and thermal cond'j ti ons 2: t t.10 s olid surfa ce on the sta-
bility of the laminar bOlmd;:ry layer . It would. be VGry d.osirable, 
however: to establish general criterions foY.' l aminar instability~ 
For tho incompressible fluid) Heisonberg has shown that tho influence 
of viscosity is generally .destabiEzinf> a t vory I n1'8e Reynolds 
nwnbers (refer ence 1) . His c~iterion can.b~ statGd as follows: If 
a neutral distlll'ba:!1cG of nonvanishing pha se yeloci ty and f111..i t o 1-reve 
l ength exists in an inYiscicl fluid (Ii --t OJ ) for a given moan v8loci ty 
distribution, a distu:cbance of tho same "T,vavo length. is unstable , or 
self-excited, in the roal flvld at very 1ar5(1 ( but finite) Reynolds 
numbers. 
The same conclusion C3n be CLt'8W!l from ?-.candt l'e discussion of 
the enorgy balance for small disturban<::os in th,J l a:mj.nar boundary 
l ayer (reforence 12). 
Helsenberg!scritcrion is eetabli8hed far subsonic ~sturbances 
in tho laminar boundary l ayer of a compressible fluid by an argument 
qui te similar to thcit vThich he gave ori31nally for the incompressible 
fluid and i_hich was l (;! ter supplemented by Lin (reference 5, part III). 
21 
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At very large Reynold.s numbers, the relation ( 2 . J.) between the phase 
velocity and the wave length can be considernbly simplified. When ~ 
is finite and c does Hot vanish:, I z l »1 at large Reynolds 
numbers. The asymptotic behavior of the Tietjens fttnction F(z) 
as Iz 1--700 is given by (reference 5" pert I) 
and the l'elation (2. 1 ) becomes 
rci!4 
··s (3.2 ) 
Suppose that a neutrel dist,urbance of nonvanis}l5n g wave 
1 . 
cs > ~ - M exists in the 
o 
number 211 h o..s = - and '0 ase veloel ty ).. .. . 
s 
inviscid fluid (lim:.tting caso of fm lllfinite Reynolds number). The 
phase velocity c is a continubuB fID1ction of , R, and for a dis-
turbance of given wave number as the value of c a t very l ar ge 
Reynolds numbers 'Will differ from Cs by a srl?lJ. increment D.c . 
Both sides of equ.ation ( ] .2) can be developec .. :1.11 Q Toylor's s eri es 
in 6c: and an expression for 6c can be obtaine~ a s follows: 
6 c + ... 
22 
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The boundary condHion 
(3.4) 
must be sa.tisfied. for the inviscid. neutral disturbance, and the 
function E1 (0,6 ' cs : Mo 2) vanishes (equa tion 2.14). Recognizing 
that 
reduces equation (3.3) for 6c to the fOl~ 
'J{i/4 
6c= -e 
From 'equation (2.14), 
(:0 c 2 {~~ tP22 , (0,8 ' c J Mo~) + B<'P22 ~S J c ) M 2)J 1 o ,J C= Cs s '-=- ~-
Mo2) .;: T CP12' (a,s> J3 sCP12 ~8 ' Mo2) cs,<ts 1 c 'S ) cs ' 
(3.6) 
By equations (2.12) and the boundary condition (
dE1\ (3.4), the quantity ?J;: ) 
csJ<X.s 




co co 2-M 2(1_C)2 1 co 
0-_ t o)2) a.s2n-~n_l' 0s :l402) +VI-No2(1-Cs)2[ a.s2nr"2uI(CSJMo2)+ 0 s '_ ---)a.s2nISnGs!Ho2) 






( , \2 \- 2n+:Lrr _ ~ M 2) J..-Cs } L a.s J.cn \cs : 0 + 
n=O 
where the primes nm., denote differentiation , ,;1 th respect t o c. F o:i:' small values of Ca and o,s' 
1 (oE~ 
qu.anti ty , \ac 1. ' 
cSlo,s 
is si ven approximately by the relation 
G<'lEl " _ Cs" .. 2 ·- Mo 1 - cS ) _ -- + K1'(C
s
' Mo2 J ~ . 0 t 2( \2 ) 1 
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and the expression for ~c is 
~c-=:-----
Evalv.ation of the lntegral Kl (c, Mo 2) yields the f ollo,,!ing result: 
c - ire) + 0(1) (3 .10) 
Since the quantity f.d (/~YI vanishes ( ref erence 8) differ-Lay T /-J 
W'!"":C
s 
entiation of eCJ.uat~on (3 .10 ) gj,ves 
(3.11) 
, 
Thus , is appro:ci.rrot ely real ano. posi t i ve for small 
1 




(eq,uation (3. 9)); t her efore ) a subsonic dist urbance of ,,rave 
length ~s I O} which is neutral in the inviscid compress ible 
fluid., i s self- excited. in the rea l compressibl e f l ui d. at very large 
(but finite ) Reynolds numbers. 
25 
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In referonce 8, it was proved that a neutral subsonic boundary-
l ayer disturbance of nonvanishing phase volocity and finite wave 
::::h d e%~~_s) l:a::s:::i;::d s~:~:::::b:; f~U.~dJ.°~i ~f ~:e t::n -
ely \: dy, 1.10 . 
condi tion is sat1sf:!.ed, then self -axci ted subsonic elisturbances 
also exist in the fluld; nnel the l amin.ar bO"JIlelary layer 18 unstable 
in the limi tine; case of an infinite Roynolc1..s number. By the exten-
sion of IIeisenberg's cri t orton to the cODl:preGoible fluid, it. can be 
seen that, far from stab:U.izing the flow .• the small vj.scosity in 
tho roa l fluld has, on the contrE'.r y, a destabilizing influence at 
very l ar ge ReynelCl.s numbers. Thus) any l ami.nar botUldary-layor flovT 
in a viscous conductive ga s for v7hiCh the quu"'ltity !.. /p~v~) vanishes 
for some value of 
I 
w> 1 ---H 
o 
finite) ReJ~olds numbers. 
dY\ <iy 
is 'l.U1stablo at sufficiently hi,gh (but 
d ( 0. •. ,.\ I 
Unless the condition .-/p- 1 = 0 for some value of w> 1 
dy'\dy) Ho 
10 satisfied; all Gubrwnj,c disturbances of i'ini t e wave length are 
dm:nped in tho 1imitin~ case of infinj.te Reynolds number , Gnd the 
inyiscid floW' is stablo . Bin cu the effoct of viscosity 13 ies-
tabiLi.zing at very larGO Reynol ds numbers, hO\-l'Over, a laminar 
boundary flow that is staDle in the limit of infinite Reynolds 
number is not necessarily stable a t large Re;ynolds numbers when the 
viscosi ty of the fluid is c nsider ed . (Sao fi g . 2~( 7.).) In fact , 
for the incompressible flu:l u., Lin :las shov.'ll that overy laminar 
boundary-layor flow is unstablo a t suffici ently high Reynol ds 
r) 
numbers, vlhothor or not the vorticity gradiont dL.ll vanishes (refer-
cly2 
ence 5, part III). In order t o s ettle thig quesMon for the com-
prossible fluid. i:1 gonor al t OrmB , tho relation (2.1) botvloon the 
complex phas e 70loc1 ty and tho iffi.ve longt 1 at larco Reynolds numbers 
, _0. 0pdY1\ mUC'1t nov; be stu.died ror flC1-TS in ,·Thich the q1.l.ant1t;).- I docs 
ely d:y) 
not vanish for an..y value of 
26 
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4, ffi'ABILn'Y OF LAMJJfAR BOUNDATIY LAYER Kr LARGE REYNOLDS NUM!3ERS 
The neutral subsonic distu:rbance marks a possible "boundary" 
beti·roen the damped and t.lle self -exei ted disturbance, that is, 
bet"ieen stable and. unstable flow', Thus , the general conditions 
under which self-excited disturbances eD.st in the laminar botl.'1dary 
layer at large Reynolds numbers can be dete~tned from a study of 
the behavior of the curve of r:J. against R for the neutral 
disturbances. When the mean free-stream voloei ty is subsonic (Mo < 1) , 
the physical situation for the subsonic dj.sturbances a.t large 
Reynolds numbers is Cluite siimIar to the analogous situation for 
the incompressible fluid. '1'he curve. of a against R for the 
neutral disturbances can be expected to have twn distinct a symptotic 
branches that enclose a region of lnstaMlHy in the a,B-plane, 
regardless of the local distribution of mean velocity and mean 
temperature ac~oss the b01.Ulclary layor, When the mean free-stream 
velocity is supersonic . (Mo> J) the situation is s01ll01vhat dif-
ferent; lmder certain conditions (soon to be defined) a neutral 
or a sell-oxcited subsonic ilisturbance ~ > 1 - ~o) cannot exist 
at any value of the Reynolc.s nv.m.1) or . For this reason, it is more 
convenient to study the case of subsonic and supersonic free-stream 
velocity separately. 
a. Subsonic Free-Stream Velocity (Mo < 1) 
. The asymptotic behavior at large Reynolds numbers of the ct~ve 
of . (1, against R for the neutra l cisturbances is determined by 
. the relations (2.19) t o (2 . 22) betwoen r:J.; R) and c for real 
values of e. For SDlfll1 values of a and c: these re1ations 
are given appro~mat01y by 
vee) ::: CPi (z) .- (1+.1) 
(1~. 2) 
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vTl' c 1 1""---.----::-
a. = - - III ~ H 2(1 _ c )2 
Tl u V 0 
(4.4) 
As R --* CD , e1 ther z ---+ CD or z rom..<tins fini t o lihUe . 
both a and c approach O. These two possibilities correspond 
to two asymptotic branches of the curve of a. against R. 
LO.1~~r branch .- If z remains fini te as R~ CD, then C~Oj 
and by equation ( 4.1) ., ¢i(z)--700 . Therefore, z~2.29 whi le 
u-72.29 (fig . 9). From equations (4. 3) and (4.4L along the 
lower branch of ~the C'L1rve of a. aga.inst R for neutral stability 
w ' 1 
and a.~ 0 at large Reynolds numbers (fiC. ~.(1)). 
Upper bra~. - Along the upper branch of the ct1X've of a. 
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ivhi le u---?,l . O (fig . 9 and eque. t ion (4. 2)). If the quantity ~(~:) 
d.y T .I 
doe s not vanish for any value .. of w > 0) then by equaMon (1+.7) 
c must approach zero as z .--;)('0 . Along this branch) 
(1 _ Mo2)5/2 1 
{~(;l} 2 a6 ( L~ . 8 ) 
(4.9) 
and CL ~ 0 at large Reynolds numbers (fi g . l~ ( 1, ) ) • 
On the other hand, if ~_ f!T I) vljnish~,s for s.~m~ value C.y\T ' 
> 0, then by equation ( }.j. . 7), c ---)- cs and. a. --.-.,. CLS of w'; c . s 
as ~ z and R epproach roo NOiV;~ 
c - Cs 
- --+ 
w' 1 1 
(l~ .lO ) 
If [~a) J
1 
does not vanish ( sse appendi:;c D) , then by .,,",, -
tions (4.J.~) and (4.7 ) , along the upper bran ch of the CU1'Ve of a. 
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1 1 1 
( 4.11) 
and c-~c 10, a.---+a. 10 at l a r ge Reynolds numbers . ( figs . 4(k) 
and 4 (l ) ). "If" f9-2 CT ')-JS ~y2 T 'l vanishes ; the relation ( 4 .11) is replaced 
by 
1 1 1 
(4.13) 
vihich reduces to the relation obtained by Lin in the limi tine; case 
of an incompressible fluid '\Then Mo~ O , the solid boundary is 
insulat ed, and ,I' :::: 0 for Bome value of W = Cs > O. (See e'lU8-
tion (12.22) of reference 5, part III.) 
If the q,uan tity ~(W') vanishes a t the solid boundary (that 
dy T -
is , for '\or = 0) , it can be shoio.'Il from the eq,uations of motion 
r ddy22 (T"T '\ 11 ( appendix D) that L )J is always positive - except in the 
limi tine; case of an incompressible fluid. For small values of y, 
the q,uanti t ies ~ (WI) and. ~ are both positive and increaSing. 
dy T T 
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'W' For large values of y, hovrever} - -.l) 0, physically; there-
T 
w' d ('VI\ fore T must have n ma.ximum, or d.y T)::: : 0 for some value 
of w > 0 , and this case :'s no different from the General ca se 
treated in the preceding pGragraph. In the limitin~ case of en 1ncom-
2 
_.11 11 j V C pressible fluid , when w vanishes B.t the surfa ce, VT = 'Vl • ---
C 1 2("" ].'l 
sInce 'Wl ' I I alwoys vanishes in this case. From equation (11 .• 8) 
the relation betW'een ex. and :R along the upper br~nch of the 
neutr al stabill ty curve is therefore 
'Which is identlcal wIth equation (12 .19) in reference 5, part III. 
Thus , regardless of the behavior of the g,uantity 2d~.·y (TvT ') _ 
regarG.less of the local (listribution of mean vel ocity and mean 
temperature a cross the boundary l ayer - i>!hen Mo < 1, the curve 
of ex. against R for the neutral disturbances has two di stinct 
branches at large Reynola.s nnmbers . From pllys ic21 conSi der ations , 
a ll subsonic disturbances must be damped ' -ihen t he "rave lenGth i .9 
suffi Ciently 8.1'n£1ll (ex, l ar ge ) or the Reynolds nuniber J. S slu'ficiently 
low. Consequently, the t,·;o branches of the curve aT CJ, aBBinst R 
f 'or the neutra l di sturbances must j oin eventually, and the region 
b eh ieen them in the a.,B-plane is a region of instability; thLlt 18j 
a t a given value of t he :R e~101ds numbe~ subsonic disturbanc0G ,nth 
'W::lve lengths lying betlleen tvo critica.l values ).1 and ).2 (ct:L 
a nd a.2) are self - exci t eet. Th~s / _ when 1~2-< l...:....._~::lY . ~amina:r. 
boundary-J.:.~er f10vl in a viscous conductj.ve sas ~s . 1,:~n~t~!~at 
sui'ficiently high (but f im t e)Reynolds numbers. 
The lower branch of tho curve 0-:: CL D.[,Binst R for the neutral 
disturbances is virtually Ul1affected by tho distribution of ~_ (W"_\ 
dy T J 
a cross the boundary l ayer, but for the uppor branch the behavior of 
31 
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is decisive. \men s.. (WI) = 0 for some 
dy ,T 
the neutral subsonic disturbance passes 
continuously into the characteristic inviscio. disturbance c = Cs 
and a, = CLg as R --70:>. ThiEl result is in a ccordance ;,11 th the 
resluts obtained in reference 9 for the inviscid compressible fluid 
and is in agreement "lith Heisenberg's criterj.on. In addition, 
21C ( 
all subsonic disturbances of finite ,,;ave length A> As = -- and 
a,s 
n onv8nishing phase velocity 0 < c
r 
< cs ) are self - exci ted in the 
limi ting case of infinite Reynolds number . On the other hanl~ , 
when ~ (::~) does not vanish for any value of -vT > 0, then 
dy \T 
except for the tlsingularll neutral disturbance of zer o phase velocity 
and infinite wave length ( c = 0 and. a, = 0) J a ll disturbances 
ere damped in the ~.nvi8cid compressible fluid . This singular 
neutral disturbance can be regarded a s t he limiting ca s e of the 
neutral subsonic disturbance in a :real compressible f luid a s R ~ co • 
b. Supersonic Free-Stream Velocity 
When the velocity of t he free stx·eara is supersonic , the sub-
s onic boundary-layer disturbances must satisfy not only the cliffer-
ential eCluations and the bOi..md.ary conditions of the problem but 
1 
also the physica l r equirement that c > 1 - -. The as,mmtotic r N J~ • .I:' 
o 
behavior at large Reynolds numbers of the cmnve of a, a gainst R 
for the neutral subsonic disturbances is determined by tho approxi -
mate relati ons (4.1) t o (4.4), iv-ith the additional restrict.ion 
11 · 
that c > 1 - -. As C----7 l - - , a,-~ O by equa tion (4 .4); 
Mo Mo 
therefore R ~ (Xl by oCluation (4·.3). The corresponding value (or 
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Now from phys ical cons ider ations, ~ (WI\ < 0 for lar ge 
dy TJ 
values of -y. Therefore , i f ~ (:;':) = 0 ( chanGes s ign) for some 
dy T ; 1 r cl (ifl)'l value of w == c > 1 - _ ., t hen, in gener a l , 1- - i 





and ¢i\Z) 1 < 0 ( s Cluotion ( 4 . 15)). Ii'rOID fi (::ure 9, it CAn be 
c::.:1--
Mo 
seen that in this case ther e is only one value of z ( z ~, say) 
corresponding to t he value of 9i (z) given by equ.atiol1 (l~.15 ). 
From· equations (lL 2) to ( lL 1.\.)} . along t he ~ br.anch of the cur ve 
of a. against R for the neutral dJ.stul'bances, 
R ~ 
T 1.76(w ,)2z 3 1 1 1 1 (!~.16 ) 
a. . 
( 4 .. 17) 
and c~l 1 
Mo 
a t lar~e Reynolds numbers ( fi g . 4(k)). The upper 
branch of the ctlTve in this 
and (1). .12), or by equatio~s 
vanishes , with c -~ Cs > 1 
33 
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If ~ (;') vanishes for "'~.., 1 1 - -, then z --*co as R '~ co 
Mo 
along the upper branch of the curve of a, a gainst R f or the 
WI' 
neutral disturbances, and <p i (z) ~ ----
j R 
V2a,- c3 
Now ct ---7 0 
1 Vc 




1t~ 4.24 1 
1 
( ~- . 18) 
Along the 10vTer branch of the curve of a, a gainst R a t large 
Reynolds numbers, 0,) R) and c are cm~ected by eqv.ations ( 4 .16) 
and (4.17) , "rith z l = 2.29 and u1 == 2.29. L'Tl spite of the fact 
that ~ (;') ~ 0 for w ~ 1 - ~o' a neutral sonic disturbance 
O = 1 -~) of finite wave length does not exist in t he inviscid 1-1 o 
fluid unless Kl (c) ::= 100 r_T __ 
o LCvT 
is positive. (See 
section 10 of reference 8.) Calculation shmffi that Kl(c) is almost 
always negative (equation ( 3.11)); therefore, in general, the 80nic 
disturbance of infinite wave length (a. == 0) with constant phase 
across the boundary layer exists only in the inviscid fluid (R ·~ oo). 
d (WI' If - -
c1y Tj 
is certa.in the t 
1 does not vanish for any value of w ~ 1 - M' 
o 







values of z 
the value of 
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(Z2 and Zy say, ~l tIl z3 > Z2) corresponlling to 
<D i(Z) given by equation (4.15) ·. (See fig. 9.) lUong 
the two asymptoUc branches of the curve of ct a ga inst R fOl" the 
n eutral disturbances, Ct., R, and c are connected by relations 
of the :form of eq,uat5.ons ( 4 . l6) and ( 4 . l7), with z and u r eplaced 
by z2 fu~d ~ , respectively, along the lower branch and by z3 
and u3' respectively.? along the upper bronch. At a given v~lue of 
the Mach number} the value of v is controlle.d by the thermal condi-
1-2:.... 
No 
ti ons at the solid surfa ce. (See seeti on 6.) When these conditions are 




of the curve of a aga inst R for the neutral disturbances coin-
cide. lfuen v 1 >0.580 ( approx.)) it is impossible for a 
1--
Mo 
neutral or a self-excited sllbsonic disturbance to ey~st in the 
laminar boundary l a yer of a viscous con(luct1ve gas at any value of 
the Reynolds number . In other v!ords , if v 1 >0.580 (approx. L 
1-- -
No 
the laminar 00undary l ayer is sta.ble at all va lue s of the Reynolds 
number. (Of cOUl~se , in any given ca s G, the critical conditions 
beyond wi'1ich only damped snbsoniG disturbance s exist can be cal-
culated more acclITately from the r elations (2.23) and (2.29) . 
See section 5 on minimum critical Reynolds number .) 
The preceding conclusion can also oe deduced, a t leest que11ta -
tively, from the resv~ts of a stuc~ of the energy balance for 3 
n Gutral subsonic o.isturbance in the l aminar botl..'Yla.ary layer. A 
neutral subsonic disturbance can exist only -"men t he destabilizinG 
effect of viscosity near the solid su.rfa ce, the d.anlPing offect of 
yiscoai ty in the fluid, a~lcl the energy transfer be·b .... oen mean flow 
and disturbance in tho vicinity of the inner It critical layer" all 
balance out t o give 8. ~ero (a vera gG ) net rata of chlmgo of the 
energy of the disturbance . (Sec Schlichting ' s discussion for 
incompressible fluid in r of erence 4. ) In r efer ence 8 H is ShOim. 
that the sign and ill-1gn:i. tud.s of the phase sllift:i.n uof I t r...rough 
the inner II crl tical layer" at 'T;T = c is determinod by the sign 
35 
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[ddY ( T¥l ' ) ] ana. magni t ud.e of the ' Cluantity ~ 
_ ____ vr-=C 
. The .c orre~pond:tng .. 
apparent she.ar stress T c* = -p* u* 'v* ' , ivhid1 is zero for '; < c in the 
inviscid compres1:!:i.ble f1uic., is given by the folloYli.nB expression 
f or vi > c· (reference B) .. 
( 4.19) 
If the quantity is negat ive, the mean flow absorbs 
energy from the distlrrbancej if rd (Y ')~ is p ocitive) ener~r 
Ldy \-T 'J.\.:=c 
passes. ITom the mean flov; to the <iisturbance . In the real com-
pressible fluid, the t hiclmess of the inner cl' .:.tical layer in ~.vhich 
1 
the viscous for ces are important is of the ord.er of 
the phase shift in u* ' is EJ ctU.£!11y brought 
of viscous diffusion (of the qt~ntity pdl'!) 
dy 
through this l ayer . 
and 
As shov!Il by Prandt 1 (reference 12) , t he {lestabiliz :i.ng effect 
of viscosit y near the' soliC!. surfa ce is to shift the pha se of tb,e 
" frictional" componEmt Ufr* ' of the disturblom.co velocity 8g3inst 
t~e phase of the " frict :i.on.less" or " invi scicl" component u..1nv* I 
in a thj.n l ayer of flui"ct of thic~l:ness of the order of 
By cont inuity J the assocj.atea. normal component 
oreler of 
"i ·X· ' 
fr 
p -. 
\1 ~c ~~ . 
¥ 1)1 
i s of the 
-~----,.~---.--. 
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reference 8, that for large values of oR the "frictional" · 
componl?nts. of the disturbance .also satisfy the, conti~ui ty rela-
d'l1.f.- ' . dv*' .. ~ 
tion --..:... . + -- = -0 ·in the compressiale ·fluid~ ) The corre-
dx*' '·dy* .. . . . . 
sp~nding apparent shear stress ' Tl* = -Pl * -u* ' v*' is given by t he 
expression 
(4.20) 
But from equations (2;11) 
/u. -)(,1) I lnv 
\------u -K-o 1 = - (4.21) c 
and 
T -,c 
1 ( 4 .22) 
Since the shear stress associated with the dest abilizing effect 
of viscosity near the solid surface and the shear stress near the 
critical layer act r oughly throug.."l-lOut the s;m.e region of t[,~~ .flUid' t~he 
{'" du* ratio of the r atGs of energy transferr ect \ apprOXimatG1Y T'¥" ~"':- dy* 
. . dy-* 
/ 0 
by the two physical processes is 
37 
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K* T * 1t W 'e 2 ' Tc c .c 1 
----
... ~ 
- "-- -- ( 4. 23) 
El * ' ' T * ' I 2 l'1 (We ,)3 
::: 1 Iv(c) I z3/2 
2 
d (WI) If the 'quantity - - is negat i ve and snffi ci ently large 
~ T , ' 
when W::: cl' s ay , then the r ate a t 'l-l1:11ch en er GY' i s absol'oed b y 
the mea n flml near t he inner " criti ca l l a yer 'l plus the r a te a t "lhich 
the energy of the disturban ce is d.issi.pat ed. by viscous act ion more 
than cOlli~terbalances the r a t e a t which ener gy passes f rom t he mean 
fIm'l to the disturbance b ecaus e of the o.estab i lizing effect of 
viscosity near t he solid surfa ce . Consequently, a neutr a l subsonic 
d.isturban ce vnth the ph;}se velocity C ;S CI o.oes n ot exist; in 
f act, all subsonic di s t urban ces f or "lhich c > c, , ar a damped. . 
:::.: - ----
\,nlen ~1 < 1, there is <l h rays a r an ge 
o 
of val'l.1.es of phase velocity 
IE -;:-
c 
o < c < Co for which the r a tio I ~ *) given by equation (4 .22) > 
• 1 
is sm3ll enough f or neutral ( ano. s e l f - excited) subsonic di3t urbances 
t o exi st for -Reynold.s numbers grea t er than a cort a j_n critI cal value . 
v!hen Ho > 1, howe ver , beca us e of t he phyoi cnl r equj r emont 
t ha t c ~ 1 - ~"' > O. 
Mo 
the poss j_bili f,y exi ots t ha t i'orcerta in 
t i1.ermal conditions a t the solid surface the quanti t y [~(W')'~ 
dy \T fJ 
'IV':: C 
is a h 12Ys sui'fici ently lar ge nogativGl y ( ancl theref r e - ... E<l ;8 
E * 
'I 
--- ------.----~-----------~~--------- ----,.------------- "-~---~ 
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sufficiently large.) so that oP~y damped. 
at all Reynolds numbers. Of co~se : if 
subsonic disturbances exist 
5!:.. ('''') vanishes for Bome dy T 
value of W.> 1 1 - --J 
Mo 
it is certain that v(c) < 0 .58J for some 
1 <'" < ranDe of values of the phase velocity 1 - -- ' C c. In that 
o M = - 0 
o 
case, neutral and self-excited subsonic d1Bt1.~bances always exist 
for R > R r and the flow is ali-JaYs u..Ylstable at sufficient-ly 
c m:i.n 
hi@)1 Reynolds numbers } in accordance "'i th Heisenberg 's criterion 
as extended t o the compressible fluid . . ( secti.on 2) . 
A disc~ssion of the significance of these result s is reserved 
f or a later section ( section 6) in which tht3 behavior of the Clwm-
tity .~ (,.1) "Till be rele.ted directly to the thermal conditions 
dy T,. 
a t the solid surface and the free - stream Mach number. 
5. CRrrERION FOR THE MINIMUM CRYfICAJ ... P.EYNOlJ)S millER 
The object of the stability analysis is not only t o determi ne 
the gen er DI conditi ons under v1h:ich the l aminar bounda ry l ayer is 
unstable at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers but also, i f pOSSibl e , 
to obta in some simple critorion for the limit of stE:bility of the 
1'10\01 (minimum crj.tical Reynolds m.1lJlber ) d.n t OrIl1'3 of the local 
distr i bution of mean velocity ano. mean te!D.perErtlU~e a cross the 
b oundary l a yer . For plan e Couette moti on ( linear velocity profj,l o) 
and plane Poiseuille motion (parabolic velocity profile ) in an 
incompressible fluid, Synge (refer ence 13) I-la S able t o prove 
rigor ously that a min:i.mvm critica l Reynolds number a ctually exists balm. 
i-Thich the flow is stable . His proof applies a l so to the l aminar boundary 
l a yer i n an incompressible fluid, ,nth only a sli gh t modifica ti on (refer-
ence 5; part III) . Such a proof i s mor e difficult t o give for the laminar 
boundar y l ayer in a viscous conduc-(Sve Bas; h011Ov cr, the 0xistonce; 
i n gener a l , of a minimum criti cal Reynolds number can be in~erred 
f rom pl~ely physica l consider ations. A study of the en er gy balance 
for small disturbancc G in tho l aminar bounda:ry layer shows tha t the 
r atio of the r ate of viscous dissipa tion t o the r ate of ener gy 
transfer near the criti.ca l layer i s l/R f or a c.ioturbance of 
gi ven wuve l ength whi l e the ener eY transfer . a ssocia t ed 'Ivl th the 
destabilizing action of viscosity near t h e s olid s trf:wo boar s the 
r atio l/{R to the ener gy transfer n El8r tho c:ci tical l aycr. Thus ) 
39 
the ef:fects of viscous cU.ssipation -vr.l.ll pJ.~ed.ominato at sufficiently 
l ow Reynolds nv.nibers and all subsonic d.isturbances idll be d.amped~ . 
The tvlO distinct asymptotic branches of the curve of a. against R 
for the neutr31 disturbances at large Reynolds l1l.1.ml.)ers must jo' n 
eventually ( section 4) and the flow is stable f or 3.11 Reynolds 
numbers less than a certain critical va lue . 
_An estimate of the va lue of Rcr . ,·t-rhich will serve 3.S a 
nun 
sta.oiU ty cr iterion, is obtained by taking tho pha s e voloei t y c 
to Mve the maximum possible 'islue Co f oX' a nevtral subso~1ic 
dist'urbance) that is ) for c > Co all suosontc distUrbances are 
c1zmped . This condition is very ~carly 89.m vdl ent t o t}-~8 conoi tion 
t:b..at a.R be a m.inimum, wh:l.eh 'Has employed by I ,j.n fox' the case of 
the incompressible flu:i. d (p . :~85 of reference 5) pal t III) . The concl..i.-
tion C::: G occurs w.hen ? (z) is a mqximuin: t :.lat is . ~men ¢ (z) = 0 .5 &'), 
o i . . i 
Zo = 3.22 and. ~r(Zo) ~ 1 . 48 (fig . 9). Tho c0rrespondin~ va lue 
of c ~ Co C3.Il be ca lcul.ated from tIe relat;i.ons (2.19) to (2.22) . 





2A.(c)j v ( c) (5.1) 
where 
ve e ) _ 
- rc 
and 
A. ( c) 
c 
It is only necessary t o plot the 9.uanti ty (1 - 211. v a g,.:1inst c 
for a 3i VGn laminar boundary-layer flo-", " nd find tho value of c -. Co 
for v:hich (1 - 2A.)v ::: 0 . 580 . Tho corresponc1J.Ile; va h.te of c:xR j,"s 
deterndned from the re~ation 
~·o 
~~,----- -- - ~------- --I 
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and this value of OR is very close to the minimum value of aRe 
A rough estima.te of the value of a. for c == Co is g:i. ven by t he 
follo;.r.tng relation (equation (2.27)) : 
This estimated value of a. is, in general, too small. The 
following estimate of R is obtained by making en approJdmate 
crmin 
allowance ;for this discrepancy and by t a ld.ng round. numbers: 







)]1.76 wl ' 
C0








The expression (5.8) is useful as a rou&lJ. criterion for the dependence 
of Re on the local distribution of mean velocity and mean 
crmin 
temperature across the boundary layer . 
' .. hen c ~ 1 - -~ 
o 1-1 
o 
I t is imnediately evident 
vlhen [(1 - 2;\)v] 1 >.0 .580, 
c=l--
M o 
the-.l~minar boundar;y laye~ Is. s t able 8;t all v:.~ue51 of the He;ynolds 
n.umber~This condition is an impr07ement on the st.'1bility condi -
t ion v 1 > 0 ·5/X) (approx.) stated in section 4 . ) 
1--
Mo 
In the follovang tables ana. j .n figures 5 and 6(8 ) the estimat ed 
values of Re gIven by 8quat::'on (5.8) can be caInparecl ,nth the 
cr
min 
values of RO taken from the calcuJ.ated. curves of ae against Re 
crrn:i.n 
for the; neutral disturbances, For the insulated surface, the va lues 
are 
42 
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(est.) , (fig . 4) 
-----
0 0.h186 1.0000 195 ·150 
.50 .hhoO 1. 01~o8 170 136 
.70 .4600 1.0782 150 126 
.90 .4850 1.1254 129 115 
1.10 .5139 1.1803 109 10l+ 
1.30 .5450 1. 2406 92 92 
-
._'-- -_.-




















crmin Rec,,· ""min 





The expression (5. 8) ~o~ TIe gives the correct order of 
crmin 
magnitude and the proper variation of the stability limit vTit4 Ma ch 
mnnber and with sUTface teIll}?erature at a given Mach number. 
The form of the criterion f or the minimum critical Reynolds 
number (equation (5 .S)) ana. the results of the a.etailea. stability 
ca l culations for sevej~al representa.tive C(:lses ( figs. 3 and l~ ) show 
that the distribution of the product of the density and the 
dw 
vorti city p-- acroes the botmdary l ayer largely determines the 
dy I 
limits of stability of laminar boundary- l · yer ·floif. The f a ct that 
the II pr operl1 ReynolQs num0er tha t o.ppears in t he boundary-layer 
sta-Di li ty cal culations is based on the kinem':ltic viscosity a t the 
inner criti ca l l ayer ( where the viscous forces are important ) 
r a ther than in the free stream also enters the problem) but it 
amounts only to a numerical and not a qua li tati ve cha nge whcn the 
usual TI eynolds number based on free -stream kineTllt."l.tic viscos i ty is 
finally computed. Whether the v81ue of Ro
cr
. for a given 
nun 
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laminar boundary-layer flo,., is larger or smaller than the value 
of Re for the Blasius flow, for exan~le, is determined 
crmin 
entirely by the distribution of pdw. across the boundary layer. 
ely 
If the quantity ~ (\pdW) is negative and large near the solid 
dy dy 
surface 80 that the quantity (l - 2A.)v(c) r eaches the value 0.580 
when the value of c = Co is less than 0.4186, the flow is rela -
t:i.vely more stable than t he Blasius f lov. d (d..w) If the quantity - p-dy dy 
is positive near the solid surfa ce, 6 0 that (1 - 2A.)v{c) = 0.580 
when w{or c) >0. 4186, the floyT is rela tivel;v l ess stable than 
the Blasius flovT. Thus, the Cluestion of the r e13ti ve i nfluence 
on Re of the kinematic viscosity a t the inner critical layer 
crmin 
and the distribution of dw h ' ~ ,~ 1 .l..i h p-- across t e Dounubry ayer, vnl C dy 
remained open in the concluding dis cussions of reference 8, is now ' 
settled. 
The phys i cal basis for the predominant influence on Re 
crm..i.n 
dvr 
of the distribution of p-- across t he boundar y l ayer is to be 
ely . . . 
founli in a study of the enerBY' balance for a subsonic botmdar y-layer 
disturbance (s'action 4). The distribution of pdw det ermines the 
dy 
mari.-mum possible value of the phase velocity 0 or the ma.Jd.mum 
possible distance of the 1nnor critical l ayer f rom the ,solid surfa ce 
for a neutral subsonic disturbance. The Great'r t he distance of 
the inner critical l ayer from the solid surf<:1 ce, t he gJ.·eater 
(rolatively) the rate of energy absorbed by t ho mean flow from tho 
disturbance in tho vidni ty of the, critical l ayer ( eg.uations ( 4 .21) 
and ( 4 .22)). Hhen Co is l argo, therefore) tho energy balance 
for a neutral subsonic disturbance is a chieved. only ivhen the 
destabilizing action of vi'scosity near the s ol io. surf a ce is r ola-
1 3/2 




--- ::: Co is large 
cx,--
. 0 1) 
Co 
and the Reynolds number . Ro ' which i s ver y nearly oqUal to Rcr . , mn 
is correspondingly small. On the other hand, 'When Co is small 
and the inner critica l l ayer is close to tho solid sUl~fa ce , the r ate 
44 
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at Which energy is absorbed from the disturbance near the critical 
layer is relatively small and the rate at which energv passes to 
the disturbance near the solid s1}xface, which is of the order 
I 
of J>' is also relatively small for energy balance; conse-
Vc 
quently RCrmin is large. 
6. PHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BESUIfrS OF STABIIJ:rY ANALYSIS 
8 " General 
From the results ootained in the present paper and in refer-
ence 8, it is clear that the stability of the laminar boundary 
layer in a compressible fluid is governed by the action of b~~~ 
viscous and inertia forces. Just 8S in the case of an incompressible 
fluid , the stability problem carmot be understood unless the viscosity 
. of the fluid is t alcen into account. Thus J whether or not a laminar 
boundBry-layer flm'/' is lmstable in the inviscid compressible 
f'luid (R"""":"oo)) that is, "lhether or not the pro(luct of the density 
~ 1 
and tho vorticity p- has an extrem'U11l for some value of \., > 1 --J 
dy Mo 
there is always some value of the Reynolds number Rcr . belovT 
, nun 
which the effect of viscous dissipa.tion predomina tes and the flm)' 
is stable. On the other ~~nd) at very large Reynolds numbers the 
influence of viscosity is destabilizing . If tho froe-stream 
velocity is subsonic, an;y- laminar boundary-layer flow' is lIDstable 
a t sufficiently ' high (but finite) Reynold.s mun.bers, whether or not 
the flow 1s stable in the h1Viscid fluid. i-men oP~y the inertia 
force s are con~idered. 
The action of the inertia forces is moro decisive for the 
stabili ty of the laminar bounda.ry layer if the f'l~oe-str(~am velocity 
is supersonic: ' Because of the physical reCluiroment t ha t the r el a -
tive phase velocity (c - 1) of the b01mdar y -layer disturbances 
1 
must be Bubsonic, ::.t f ollows that c > 1 • - , > 0 and the qUEm-
~1 
o 
tity [~(pdw)-1 can be l arge enough ne c:;atively tUlder certain 
dy dy! 
. - ' i 'l=C 
conditions so that tho stabilizing a ction of the inertia forces 
45 
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near the inner critical layer (¥Jhere " w:: C > 0) is not overcome 
l)y the il.estabilizing acUo!! of viscosity neal' the solid surface. 
In that case, undamped d.istu,,:,oances cannot exist in the flUid, . and 
the fIm</' is stable a.t all values of the Reynolds number. 
Re69rd1ess of the free-stream velocity, 
the product of the density and the vorticity 
boundary l ayer cletermines the act.ual Emit of 
minimUlll critical Reynolds number, for lam:i.nar 
in a viscous conductive gas ( oq,u£. t ion (5. 8)) . 
the distribution of 
dw P-' across the 
dy 
stability, or the 
boundary-layer flov! 
Since the distri-
dw' butio::1 of p- across the b01."U1dc:u'y 1a.;;"'or in tu.rn :i.s ctotermined by 
dy 
the free-stream Hach number Glnd the thermal conditions at the solid 
surface, the effect of these physical parametEL 3 on the stabiJ.ity 
of l aminaJ:' bovndary-leyer flow is readil.y 8V3l uatGc1 . 
b . Effect of tree-Stream Nach Nu.l11.ber a.nd Thermal ConMti ons at 
Solid Surface on StabilHy of Laminar Botmda:ry Layer 
The distJ.'ibuti on of mean velocity and mean temperatul'e (ano. 
therefore of p~) across the lamina:r botlnclary l ayer in a viscous 
dy 
conductive gas is strongly influenced by the f'Elet tha t the vIscosity 
of () go o increase s idth tho temper.a ture. (For most gas es ., 11 cc Tm 
(m ::: ~.76 f or elir) over a f2:i.r.ly indo t omper ature r ansa .) When 
heat 18 transferred t o tho fluitl throuGh the solia 8ul":fa c 0, the " 
t emporaturl3 and. viscosity near t he StU~fac0 both decrease a long tho 
out"tT2rd normal ) and the fluid near the surface is mor o r e t arded by 
the viscous shear than the fluid fa.rthor out I r om t he surface - as 
compared vlith the isothermal Bl asius fIm" . The velocity profile 
thor eforo ah12Ys possosses a point of inflection (whE.:I'o vl' == 0) 
i'Then heat is added to the f luid through the solid s m'fa ce, provl ded 
t her e is no pressure gradient ir.. t ho diroction of the" main f l ow. 
Slncc ~ (pdl'i) ::; w" _ vl'T' the ouanti tv i.... (p~\ ~"o>n"'; shes 
d:y \: d;r T T 2 ' - "dy d:y) v - , •• 
dw 
and. p- nas ::m oxtremrfm at some point iil t~le fluid.. "On the other dy 
hand) if hoat is withc1J.~aim from tho flulcl th:rough tho solid " sur-
f ace, 2ri: and. CJIl aro both posi ti vo near the DUl"fa ce and the 
dy 'oy 
fluid near tb.e surface is less r e t ardecL tha.,.'1 the fluid farther 
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, ' 
out - as compared with the Blasius flm-T . 'rhe velocity :profile i s 
therefore more convex near the surface than the Blasius :profile. 
As :po~nted out i n section U of reference 3) the influence 
of' the variable viscosity on the behavior of the :prod.uct of the 
dvT densi ty and the vort1ci ty p- can be seeh directly from the oq1,1..8 -
dy 
tions of motion f or the' mean flo~vl. ".Then there is no :pressure 
gradient in tb.6 direction of the main flo'l';T) the fluid accelerntion 




The behavior bf the quantJ.t;'1 
paralle l to that of From equa,tj. on (6.2) ) in nondimensional 
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[~ ~dw\l " (~(:-r')~ := ' _ ~ T ''I'' , dy Vai)J dy T IJ T12 1 1 
1 1 
(6.3) 
Differentiating the dJ'namic equations once CLl1d maldn[ d~se(. :~\ lhe 
ener~'3:Y e'luation gives the following eXpression for Ldy2 ;-)J
l 
(appendix D): 
a(m.,. 1) ('1 
~d.d.22- (m~-')\l Thus, for zero pressure gra.d.ient , L J = IJ is ahvays positlYe . 
. 1 
. ~~, y' (m-.l.VT ')~. 1 NOi,> if the sUl"face is insulated, the 'luanti ty [c:. J venishes, 
but W . d w' fd2 ( ')-J ( ) 
. ~y T 1 > ° and dy T w' and both increase ,vi th T 
-" I . dist ance f:,:,om the s olid surface. Since -' --)0 f ar from the solid 
'f 
surface, ~W' has a maximum and. ~ ( w')\ vanishes f or some value 
T ely T 
of w > O. If heat is added to the fluid through the solid sur-
face (Tl ' < 0), ~(\" ~\ \ ) dy T / 
since r2._(w')~ >0, 
ldy2 \T ~ . 
1 
is already positive at the surface , and 
d (I-r') the quantity ely \T vanishos a t a point 
in the flui d which is f arther from the surface than f or an insulated 
boundary at the same Mach number (figs. 3(8 ) and Cb) ) .. Conse-
quently: '\;he value of c == Co for which the function 
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Wl' c tT2 d (W I)~ (1. - 2A.)v(c) :: - 1\(1 - 2A.) ....-- -- - -
Tl (wl)3 ely ,T 
, 'W=C 
reaches the 
value 0.580 is larger than the value for the insulated 81.U'fa ce. 
By equation (5,8) ~ the effect of adding heat t o the fluid through 
t he s olid surfa ce 1s t o reduce Re and t o desta'biliie the 
crmin 
floYT, 8 S compared with the flow over an insulated surfaco at the 
Bame M3ch number (fig . 6). 
If heat is vlithdra 'Wll from the fluid th1:'ou gh the solid surface) 
---~~- - -1 
T '> 0 1 and [:y (;')] is negative . In f a ct : i f the rate of hea t 
1 
transfer is sufficiently l ar ge} the qlmntity ~ (;') does not 
vantsh 'Within the b ountLary l ayer (fig . 3(b)). The value of C::: Co 
f or i-lhi ch tb,e funct i on (1 - 2A.)v(c) re3ches the value 0.580 is 
smaller than for an 5.nsulateQ surfa ce at tho same Ma.ch m.unber , and 
by eq,uation (5.8) J the effect of wi thd.rawing heat from the flu:i.d 
through the solid surfa ce is to increa se Re c'~' and to stabilize 
.I.:mJ.n 
the floYl, as compareo_ ,vith the flm, over an inml.la ted BU:l."fa ce at 
the same Mach number (fig. 6) . "-rIlen the velocity of the free stream 
nt the " edge" of the bou.'1.dary layer is supersoni c , t:.te l aminar 
b ou."1dary l ayer is completely stabilized if the rote s t which hea t 
i s .... lithdrawn through the solia. 8urfa ce r oaches or exceeds a criti cal 
value tha t depends only on the Hach number) the Re~'1101ds number, 
and. t he propertie s of t he ga s , The critica l r a te of heat transfer 
is that f or which the Cluantlty ~ (WI) is suffici ently l ar ge 
dy T 
n egat ivel y noar the surf8 ce (soc eqU3.tion (6.3)) s o that 
(1 - 2t. )v(c) ::: 0 . 580 1>Thon c = Co ::: 1 - 2:...- ( s ections 4 and 5),' 
Mo 
Althou~~ det~iled stability cal culetions f or supersonic flow over 
a noninsul£l t ed surfa ce have not b e6n carried out, tho f,mction 
(1 - 2A.) v (c) ha s boen computed for noninsula t oc. sUl~fa cos a t 
M 0'::: 1. 3» 1. 50, 2. OOj 3,00, and 5.00 by a r ap:l d ,::pproximate method. 
( appendix C). The corr esponding estimated values of Re were 
. crmin 
cal cula t ed f rom equation (5.8) , . and in fi gw:e 7 t hese va.lue s ar e 
p l ottocl ngo :lnst TJ..' the r a t i o ' f s1.U'f~ ce t emperat'lU"e (deg abs,) 
t o fr8e -stream temper a ture (deg abs . ). At any given Mach number 
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greater than unity tho value of Rec~ increases repidly 
"'min 
1 
as c ~l - -; 'When c 
o . M 0 
o 
the stability of the laminar 
to thernul conditions a t the 
there is u critical value of 
. 1. 
differs only slightly from 1 - -, 
Mo 
boundary layer is extrffinely sensitive 
solid surface . At euch value of Mo > 1, 
the temperature r a tio Tl 
er 
for 
"'hich Re ~CCI . 
crm:in 
If T.l < Tler' tho laminar boundary layer is 
stable at all Reynolds numbors. The differonce b etween the 
stagnation- t omperclttJTe ratio and tho critical-81U'fa cG - temporatuxo 
r atio , v;hich is relat ed to tho heat-transfer coefficient; is plotted 
against Mach number in f'l gure 8. Under froe-flight eondi tiona > for 
Ma ch numbers groater than ' some critical Mach number that depends 
l ar gely en tho Ql~:j. tudo, tho v!~luo of Ts - TIcI' is Vlithin tho 
ordor of magnitv.do of tho diff0r enco bet"Toen stagnation temperature 
and surface tompera.ture tha t actually exists b'ocau80 of heat radia-
tion from the surface {references l!~ and 15). In other '-lOrds, the 
critical rate of hoat withdrewal from the flu:tc.. for laminar sta-
bill ty is within the or(lor of magnitudo of the ca lculated rate of 
heat conduction thrcWP the sol:i.(l surface iV'hich balances the heat 
radiated from the surface tuidor equilibrium condi-tiion8. Tho calcule -
tions in eppendix E show tha t this critical Ma ch ntm:tbor is approxi-' 
mately 3 at 50 I 000 feet altitude and apJ?r6:ic1matel~r 2 at 
100 , 000 foet altitude. ThUG, ·for Mo> 3 (approx.) .at 50,000 feet 
altitude and Ho > 2 (-appro~.) 'at 109,000 fe~t altitude} the 
laminc.:r bou..ldary-layer flm·r for thermal (fquHlbrhun is completely 
stable in tho a1180neo of an a dverse pressure gt.~adient in the freo 
st1'031!l . 
1·?heIJ. ther(-I is actually no heat cbnductio~1. through tb,e solid 
surf,'}ce j the limit -of sta bili ty of the laminar bO'lUldary l s yer 
depends only on the f:::,ec-strc(aL"l. M&ch ntUllbo:-c'; tha.t i(S~ ~Jn2)the extent 
n t. It • n " - oU·~ 
OI no aorodynannc heating of tho order 01 u1* -:- neur 
, cy* 
the solic\' surfa ce . A good ::l.n(lication of the infJ.uence of tbe free-
dll 
stroam llfueh number on the distribution of p- a.cros s tho boundary 
dy 
layer for an insulatod sl'rfaco is obtained from C! rough estimate 
of the location of tho point a t ,.,hich ~ !pdU) r e8 chos a positive 
dy \' dy 
maximum. (or 0..
2 2 ~ d-w\ vanishes ) . Diffor:nt~ating the dynamic 
dy \~ 0;) 
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equ~tions of mean motion tvice and making use of the energy and 
continuity eClu.e.tions yields the following result for an insulated 
surface : 
,.,here b::: 01 --. j' uo* From equations (6.4) and (6.5) the value . 1;0'"(- x'-' 
of c at "thich - - - ( .- vanlshes / d
2 /WI) 
d;y2 \T 
or - -.} reaches a Inayimum, a. (V71\ 
dy T/ 






t"\ M c: 
o ( 6.6) 
b (0. 3320) (apn_ endi-, x ·n ) . . in -which 1-11 ' z IJ ·· I II othel~ "Tords , th'3 point Tl . 
, ' d (1.;1\ 
in the fluid at v.hieh - \ - ' attains a :max:l1nu.-n ¥loves f arther out 
dy \T l 
from the surface as the Mach number is increased - a t least in the 
rsnge 0 ~ Me .~ !+.5 (ap])rox.); t .herefore the value of c f or 
-h" c, (\11\ . } 
i, len --- '-. vanlS les a.nd the val ue of c == Co for which 
d;- \ T I 
(1 - 2)") v (c) . reaches the value 0 . 580 bot h increase vith t he Mach 
Humber (fig . 3(8) ) , By GCluation (5.8) , the value of' Re . ror 
. crmin 
the l amim:r b0undary-layer flow over an insubt ed surface c1ecreases 
as the Mach number incr e s e s and the fim·r :i.s d.e3tebilized, as com-
pared with tha Blasius n .o .. : (fig . 5). 
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c. Results of Detailed Stability Calculations for 
Insulated and Noninsulated Surfaces 
From the results of the .detailed stability calculations for 
several representative cases (figs. 4 to 6) , a ~uantitative 
estimate can be made of the effect of freo-stream Mach number 
and thermal conditions at the solid surface on the stability of 
laminar boundary-layer flow. For the insula.ted sur'fa ce , the value 
of Re is 92 when M :: 1.30 as co~ared with a value 
cr . 0 Illln 
For the noninsulated surface of 150 for the ~la8ius flow. 
a t Mo = 0.70 , the valuo of Re is 63 when T, = 1.25 (heat 
crmin -
added to flu5 .. d), Re = 126 'Hhen Tl = 1.10 (insulated sur-
crmin 
face) " and Re ::: 5150 when Tl ' ::: 0.70 (heat vr.i.thdravm from crmin 
fluid.) . Since Rx*" 2. 25Re 2 , (the va 1 ue 0:(' e V uo * , 1",i ch 
->:. Jell' 
1)0 
is proportional to the slcin-fri ction coefficient, differs only 
sli@1tly from the Blasi us value of 0.6667) the effect of the thermal 
conditions at the solid surface on Rr- is even more pronounced. 
The value of Rr- is 60 x 106 when Tl ::: 0.70 and Mo = 0.70 , 
as compared with a value of 51 x 103 for tile Blasius flow 
(Tl ::: 1 and Ho = 0). For the insulated surface the value 
of B x* declines from the Blasius value for Mo = 0 to a crDlin 
value of 19 x 103 a t Mo = 1.30. The E),xtreme sensitivity of the 
,,: 
l:Unit of stability of the laminar boundary' l ayer to thermal cond.i-
tions a.t the solid surfa ce won Tl < 1 is accounted for by the 
f act that Co is small whon Tl < 1 and Mo < 1 (or Mo is not 
1 




Small changes in co; therefore,. produce l arge changes in Re . 
crmin 
In addition, when Tl < IJ small changes in t he 
a t the solid sQrfa ce produco appreciable changes 
ti on (6.3)) and, therefore, i n the value of co ' 
thermal conditions 
d (WI) in dy T ( equa-
Not only is the: value of Re c"!" affected by the thermal 
-min 
conditions at the solid surface and by the free -stream Mach number 
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but the entire curve of CtfJ aga5.nst Re for the neutral dis-
turbances is also affected. (See figs . 4(k) and 4 ( ~).) Ynlen the 
surface is insulateQ. (and Mo I 0) ; or heat is added. to the fluid 
(Tl = l. 25), '17--7 cc.s I 0 as Re~ co along the upper branch of 
the curve of neutral stability. In other words ) there is a finite 
:r.ange of unstable .;ave . lengths even in the limi tine case of an 
tnfini te Reynolds number ( inviscid fluid.). Ho,·rover ; cc. ---)- 0 
a s Re --+ co for the Bls sius flow, or when hea.t is ,,7ithru.1 8wn from 
the fluid. This behavior is in complete agreement ",ith the result s 
obt a ined in section 4 and in reference 8. 
A comparison bet.reen the curves of ae a gai:lst Re for 
Tl =: 1.25 and. Tl = 0.70 at Me = 0,70 ShovlS that "Wi thdra"Wing 
hea t from the fluid not only stabilizes the flow· by increasing Re 
.. . crmin 
but a lso greatly r educes the r ange of unstable i-reve numbers Cae). 
On the other hand, the addition of heat to th0 fluid throug.."1. the 
solid surface greatly increGs e s the range of unstable vrove numbers. 
It shoulcl a lso bo n ot ed . that for given value s of ere, c . . , 
and Re . the time frequoncios of the boundar y-layer disturbances 
in the hie.;h-speed flovT of a gas are consider ably greater than the 
f r equenc:te s of the f amili F.lr Tolllnien waves observeo. in low-speed 
f l ow. The actual time fr equency n* expresGod n ondimcnsionally 
i s as fol lows: 
n* · 1) -x-
- a 




F or given values of c; ere > and Re the fr equency increase s as 
t he squar e of the froe-stream velocity,· 
d. Instability of Laminar Bou..l1d.ary LayeT and 
Transition to Turbv~ent Flow 
Tho va luo of Re obtained from t he stability I3nalysis 
crmin 
f or a given l aminar bOlmdary-layor fl ow is t bo ve lv.o of the Reynolds 
number at 'ilhich s elf - oxcited di s turba nces fir s t appear in the 
"boundary l a yer . As Prandtl (reforence 12) car ·efull y pointe ct out, 
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: these ini tinl disturbances are not turbulence} in any sense ) but 
sloidy growing oscillations. The value of the Reynolds number at 
"Thich boundary-layer disturbances propasatcc1. a lo:;:lg the surface ivill 
.b.e amplified to a sufficlent extent to cause turbulence mlli9t bo 
larger than Re in any case; for the insulat.ed flat-plate 
crlllin '.'
flOiv ·e t l 'ow speeds and vi th no pressure Gl~adicnt, the transition 
Re;;lnolds number Betr 1:s f O'lLTlcl to be three to seven times as 
large as the value of Re (reforences 6 and ,7) . The value 
crmin 
of ROtr depenQ~ not only on Re
crmin b~~ a lso on the initial 
magni tude of the disturbances with the most "dangerous" frequencies 
(those m.th great est aillJjlifica tion) , on the r at e of amplification 
of t hese disturbances , and on the physi ca l process (a s yet unl'.l1own) 
by "Thich the quasi-stationary lcuninar flOiv is finully destroyed 
by the 'amplifiecl oscillations. (See; for oxample) references 16 
and 17.) The resu.lts of t he stab:i.lity :malysis nevertheless permit 
cer ta:tn genor nl st·' tements to b e made concorning th0 effect of 
freo-stream f.lach number and thcrIllEll conditions at -the s olid surface 
on transi tiOll. rI'~lO 1)a8i8 for these sta tements is sU!Il!J'larizod as 
follOi-7S : 
(1) In D'I..3l1..y problema of tcchni ,::1 interest i n aer onautics the 
levei ' of free·-streum turbulence (:rrmgnitude of in:aial disturbances) 
is sufficientl y lov so that the origin of transition is always t o 
be found in tho instab1li ty of the l aminar boundary l ayer. In 
other vlOrds . the value of Re is an absoluto 10v-tel:' limit for 
. crmin 
trans:Ltion. 
(2) The effect of the f r eo-stream 1'I.ach munbor Cl.nd the thermal 
conditions e t the s olid surfa ce on the s tability limit (Re ) 
.' crmin 
is overvmelming . F or exnmplo . for Ho = 0 .70, tho value of Re
crmin 
1ihen Tl ::: 0.70 (heat Hithdrawn from fluid) :is lilOrG than 80 times 
as great as the value of Re when T_, = 1.25 (heat a dded to 
crmin 
fluid) . 
( 3 ) T~e max:llm,un r ate of amplification of t he s olf-excited 
bou..'1.dary-layer disturbances propa gat ed . .:.l lonG tho surface varios 
J ----~ 
rougpl;y a s 1 i\ IRe • (Thi s approxinmtion agr'~es closel y v-.ri t_l 
I ~ crmin 
tho numerical' results olitained by Pretsch ( roferenco 18) for tho 
caoo of a, i ncoIt}?:tessible f'l u:1.d.) The effect of ,·ri thdrawlng hent 
from the fluid) for OYBlllpl e) is not oP~y' t o increase Be and 
. crmin 
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stabilize t he flml in that manner but also to decrea se the initia l 
rate of amplification of the lIDs-cable disturbances. In other 1fOrds, 
for a given level of free -stream turbulence, the interyal 
behleen the first appearance of self'-exci ted c..isturbances 
a::1d the onset of transition is expected t o be much longer for a 
relatively stable flo,,~ for which Be _ i s l ar ge, thaIJ. for a 
crmin 
relatively unstable flow,for which Becr . is small and the nun 
initial r ate of amplifica t :i.on is large. 
o.n the basis of these observations, tran s ition is delayed (Retr 
increased) ':Jy 'vi thdrmving heat from the fluicl tll.!'oufrll the solid 
surface and is advanced by adding hea t t o the fluid through the 
solid surface, as compared with the insula t ed. surface a t the same 
Mach number. For t he 1nsulat ed surface, transition occurs earlier 
as the Ma ch number is increased , as compared '\>11 th t he flat-plate 
flow at very low Mach numbers. \-Then the Troe - strcQm velocity at 
tho edge of the bOlIDG.3ry l ayer is supersonic , t rEms i tion never 
occurs if the r a t e of heat \,r.ithdraival froLl the fluid through the 
solid surfa ce r eaches or exceed.s a cri ticel value that depends 
only on tho Mach nl;!l1bor (section 6b Qnd fi Gs . 7 .snd 8). 
A comparison between the r esults of the pre s ent analysis and 
measurements of transition is possible only whon the fr ee - stream 
pressure gradient is zero or is hald fixed ,\.,.11i10 t he i'roo-strcam 
Mach nUDlb er or the thormal conditions at the solid surfa ce are 
varied. Liepmann and Fila (refer ence 19) have measured the move -
ment of t he transit ion point on a flat plat·,) a t a very lOvT free-
stream veloci ty i?hen hea~ is applied to the surfaco . They found 
by menns of the hot-vTire anomomet er tha t R,,..; ,_ dccli ned 
.r." tr 
from ~ x 105 for the instuated strrfuce to a. value of approxi -
matE, l y :2 X 105 for Tl::O 1.36 when the l ovel of fr ee -stream 
turbulence (u;* ' )2 
----- .ims 0.17 percent , or to Q value of 3 X 105 
(uo*) 2 
'T.he' n . rc 0~i1~ -_ 0.05 • \ r percent and Tl = 1. 40 . Tho value of Retr ~ (Uo*) 2 
declines from 470 ( approx . ) to 300 (approx.) in tho firs t case and 
to 365 in the s econd . 
Frick f.lnd McC1J~loug.h (ref erence 20) observed the variation in 
tho transition Reynolcls number when hoat is apI)liod to tho upper' 
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Burface of an NACA 65 ~ 2-016 airfoil at the nose section alone , at 
the section ju.st ahead of the lIlin:Lm.um. preasure station, and for 
the entire lal!linar run. When he~.t is applied only to the nose 
section, the 'trans:l.tion ReYnolds number (deter.m:L."1.ed by ·total-presr,mre-
tube meaa,~~ents) ~s practic~lly unchanged. Near the noso, 
Re «TIe and· the strong favorable presst~e gradient In ,the 
crmin 
re3ion of .the stagnation point stabilizes the laminar .boundary layer 
to such 8n extent that the addition of heat to tho fluid has only 
a negligible effect. WIlen heat is applied jhowever, to the section. . 
just ahead of the minimum pressure pOint, Inlere the pressure 
cradients are moderate, the tra'nsition Reynolds number Batr 
a.eclined to a value of lJ.90 for T'l'" 1.14, . compared with a ' value 
of 1600 for the insulated surface . When heat is applied .to the 
entire laminar TUn, ' Be. decline. d to a value of 1070 for Tl = 1.14. ~r 
It vTould be interestins to investi,gate experimentally the 
sto.bi.lizing effect of a ;-r.:i.thdr~vml of heat i:ram the fluid nt super-
sonic velocities. At any r ate J on the basis 0::' the results obtained 
in the experimental investigations of tho effect of heating on 
transition at 101-7 speeds , the results of tho stability analysis· 
give tho proper direction of this effect . 
T. Stability of the Luminar Boundary-Layer Flow of a Gas "Tith a 
Pressure Gradi8nt in the Direction of' the Free Stream 
For tho case of an incomPressible fluid, Pretsch (reference 9) 
has show.n that even with a pressure gradient in the direction of 
the froc stream, tho losnl mean-velocity distribution across the , 
boundary layer completaly dot ermines ·tho stability characteristics 
of the ~..2cal laminar bovndary-layer. f lm-7 at l arge Reynolds numbers. 
From physical considerations this statemont should apply also t o 
the compresGible fluid, provided only the stability of the flolf 
in the boundary layor is consid.ered and. not the possible inter-
a ction of the boundary l ayer and the ma in It external n ' i'lm·T. Furthcr 
study is required t.o s ettle this question. 
If only the local menn volocity-temper ature distribution across 
the boundary l ayer is fOtIDd to be significant for l aminar stability 
in c compressible fluid, tho criterions obtained ~ the present 
paper and in refor ence 8 are then immediately 8I>PU c3ble t o laminar 
boundary-layer {!jio flow's i n i.]'hich there is a f'ree-stroam pressure 
gradi ent. The qua::1titati va effect of a prossure gL~adient on laminar 
stabili ty cou.ld bo reuMly determined by means of' the appr oximato 
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say) the. distribution of dw p-- is sensitive to the thermal conditions 
d.y 
at the solid surface. For example , the chordvr.ise pbsi tiol1 of the 
point of instability of the laminar boumdary l ayer on an airfoil 
idth a flat "pressure distribution is eXIiected to be strongly influ-
enced by heat conduction throU~l the surface . (See reference 20.) 
For the instuated. stITface, the equations of l~an motion yield the 
folloWing r elat ion (appendix D) ) which does n()t involve the pressure 
e.ra(',ient expl:i.citly : 
( WI ,)3 
( . ( 2 .. (J m +. 1 ) y - l)M --- > 0 
o T 2 
1 
The effect of "aerodynani c heDting" at the surface opposes the 
. eff ect of a favorable pressm'e gradient s o f ar as the di-atri bu.tion 
of' pdW across the boundary layer is conce:r.led ( equati ons (7.2) dy . 
and. (7. 3)). The relaU ve quantitative influance of these t wo effects 
on lanUPBr' s t ability can only be settled. by actual calculations of 
the laminar ' boundar y- l ayer flow in .1 compress ible fluto.. with a free-
s tream pressur e gr'Qdient. A met hod for the cal culati on of such 
flows over an insulated. surfa ce is given in reference 22. 
When the local free-stream velocity at the edge of the boundary 
layer is supersonic ., a negative pr essure gradient can hove a decisive 
effect on lamin3r stability . The loc.:ll l aminar boundar y -1ayer flovT 
over an illSUlQted surfnce, f or oxampl e, is e~cpected to be completely 
sta ole lJhen t he mae;ni tude of the l ocal nesati V0 pros sure gradient 
reaches or $xceeds a critical value tha t d.epondo only on the l ocal 
l~ach number and the properti es of the gas. The criti cal magnitude 
of the prossure gradient i s that which InrclkeG the quanti ty ~_ (pdW\ 
suffiCiently la:'..~ge negatively near tho suxface so that 
dy \1 dY) 
[ 2 ( )] 
T d v' 
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'estimate of 'Re . '. (e<aua.tion (5.7)), in t erms of the distribution 
crmin 
dioT 
of the Cluanti ty p dy across the boundary layer. Such calculations 
(unpublished) have already been' carried out by Dr. C. C. Lin of 
Brown Uniyersity 'for tl18 incompressible fhLi.cl by means of the 
approximate e:stfuate of R6* gi van in reference 5, part III. 
. . , . crmin ' 
In any event, · the qualita.tive effect of a free-stream pressure 
dvr gradient on the local distribution of p- across the boundary 
dy 
layer is evidently th.e same in a compressible fluid as in an incom-
pressible fluid. I f the effect of the local pressl~e gradient alone . 
is conside~ed] the velocity distribution across the botundary layer 
:1.s "fuller" or more convex for accelerated than for uniform flow, 
and conversely, less convex for decelerated f.low. Thu.s, from the 
results of the presont paper the effect of a nebJ3tive pressure 
gradient on the lam..i.nar boundary-layer flov; of gas is stabilizing, 
so far as the local mean velocity-temperature distribution is con-
cerned, while a positivG pressure grad:i.ent is destabili zing. ' For 
the incompressible fluid, this fact is well est ablished by the 
Rayleigh-Tollmien criterion (reference 3), the work of Heisenberg 
. (refer ence 1) and Lin (reference 5) , and a mass of' detailed cal-
culations .of stability limits from the curves of ex. against R 
for the neutral disturbances. These calculations . viore r ecently 
carried out by several German investiBBtors for· a comprehensive 
s eries of pressure gradient profiles . (Sec , for exampie, r efer. 
onces 9 and 21.) 
Some idea of the rolative influence on la~ar stability of 
the therrnQl conditions at tho solid s~face and, tho free-stream 
press~o gradient is obtained from tho equati orts of moan motion. 
At the surface, 
(7.1) 
or 
m +, :1. ; 





It has alreac.y been shown in. the 'present 'paper that w.en Ho > 3 
(c,pprox.) the lamins!' bOQ~dexy-layer fiow ~dth a. uniform free-stream 
velocity is completely stable unQer free-fli@lt conUitions ~hen the 
solid surface is In' the::-mal equilibrium, tha.t is .• when the heat 
conducted from the fluid t o the surface balfu'1.ces t:le hea t re.d.ia.ted. 
from the surface (secti on 6b) . The lam:i.ner DC'1l.o.'1.CLary- l ayer flm.; 
for thermal equilibrium shOlJ~d. be cOInJ?letely stable for ~10 > Ms ' 
S8y) 'i-.nere Ms < 3 ii' there is a ne~ative pressure (3ra.c1.ient in 
t'le a.irection of the i'-ree stTeam. Favorable 'pr C3ss1U~e gr~clients 
ex:l.st over the for"rard part of sharp- noseel e.irfoils and bodieD of 
revolution moving at superson1c velocities, and the l:im:ts of sta -
bjJ,i ty (Re' ) of tne lamin8T Dot!.I1dary layer should be ca l-
crmin 
clllated in such cases . 
CONCLUSIONS 
From Q stud.y of the otaoility of the l aminar boundary layer 
in () compress.lble fluid., the follo .... ring conclusions 'Here reached: 
1. In the compressible fluicl ae in the incompressible fluid) 
the influence of viscosity on the l aminar boundaTy- layer flO\·! of 
a gas is destabiliz i ng e t very 1ar8e Reynolds numbers . If the 
free-stream velocity is subsonic, any l a:m:i.nar bOillldary- l ayer flm-r 
of f!Ps is pnstable at sl.'i'ficiently high Reynolds mWlbors. 
2. Regardless of the freo -stream :Mach munber) if the product of 
the mean density and the mean vort :\. city ha s an extremum (~(:~~\ 
dy a:y) 
vaniShes ) f or some v3lue of w> 1 '- ~ ( vThere IV is the ratio of 
Mo 
moan velocity component parallel to the slll'fDce to the free-st!'eam 
velocity, and ';.1.1:161'0 .'10 is tho free - stream Hach number) the flO\. 
is unst,c:ble at suffi.cicmtly h i gh Reynolds numbers . 
3. The actual limit of stability of lamim:~' boundary-layer flow, 
or the miniIn'\.,1ill critical Re;rno1ds munber Be ,is dotermined 
crrnin 
lergely b~7 the distributirm. of the product of the mean density and 
the mean Yor ti ci ty a cross the bou.ndarJ- l a.yer . An approximate 
estirlllite of Re is obtained that servos as a. criterion for 
cr min 
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the influence of free-stream Mach number and thermal conditions at 
the solid surface on lamil~r stability . For zero pressure gradient, 
this estimate remis as follows: 
.There T is the ratl0 of te:;n:perat1Xi.~e at a point vr.!. thin the boundary 
lctyer to fr ee -stream temperature , Tl is tho r atio of temperature 
at the soUd surface to the :free- stream velocity, and Co is the 
value of c (the r atio of phase velocity of dist~~bance to the :free-
stream velocity) for i"hich (1. - 2A.)v ::: 0 .580 . The functions v(c) 
and ~(c) are defined as follo~ : 
l aw, 
1(1 - c 
T2 d 61 "") \ bTl)l v( c) 
== --- --
Tl (.lw'j o~ T V 
ch) 
w=c 
(h) 11 ~-. 
~( c) 
,d T) 1 
= --.--. - 1 
c 
,·,here 
~ n0nd~mensional d~stance from surface 
!~. On the basis of the stability criterion in conclusion 3 and 
c study of the equations of mean motion, the effect of adding heat 
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destabilize the flow, as compared. 1-lith the floVT over an i nsulated 
surface a t the same Mach number. i-lithdra,dng heat through the 
solid surface ha s exactly the opposite effect. The value of Re cr min 
for the laminar bou'Qdary-layer flO\'1 over an iIlStUated surface decreases 
as the 1-1o.ch munber increases, and the flo", il3 destabilized, a s com-
pared with the Blasius flo\'! a t 10'" speeo..s. 
5. W11en the free -streom velocity is supersonic , the l aminar 
boundary layer is completely s t abiliz0d if the ra te nt which heat 
is vdthdrn"m from the flui d through the 001id surfa ce r ea ches or ::e: c: c;;tain :: :~l i:a~::: W:::h c::::a~h:a::::i :;e\ tr~:~\r, 
crmin . dy \ o~) 
suffic1. ently large negat ively n ear the stu~face so tha t 
[1 - 2:\(c)J v ec) = 0 .580 i'lhen c = Co = 1 - ~. Calculations f or 
M 
a 
severa l supersonic Mach nt1JJl.bers b et".reen 1. 30 and 5.00 sho", that 
for Ho > 3 (ap:prox . ) ~he cri ~ ical ra t e of hea t wi thdra 'ua l for 
laminar stebility is vdthin the order of m3gnitude of the c31cuLated 
r at e of heat conduction tlITougb the solid surface t hat ba l ances the 
hes t radia t eo. from the surface under fr ee -flight conditions. 
Thus ) faT Ho > 3 (apprcx . ) the l aminal' b ::!Unclar u --layer f lO'." 
for thcI'11l.Cll eCluilibrium is complet e ly stable a t a ll Roy-nolds numbers 
in the abscnce of a positive (a dversc ) pressure gradi~nt in tho 
direction of tho free stream. 
6 . Dct a:Ucd ca1culutions of the C1L"Y'Ves of 'Have number (inver se 
wave l ength) against Reynol ds number f or tho neutra l boundary- layer 
disturbances for 10 r epre s entative ca s e s of insula t ed and non-
insulated surfaccs show tha t also a t subsonic speeds the quantitotive 
effect on stabi l ity of the thermal conditions a t tho solid surface 
is vory l arge . For eY..BmplQ} at a Hach number of 0 .70 , the value 
of Re is 63 when Tl = 1.25 ( h83t a dded to fluid)) Be _~ = 126 
crmin c~11in 
i·;hen Tl =- 1.10 ( insu~ated s1U~fn ce ) , and TIe :: 5150 .when Tl = 0.70 
crmin 
(hoat 1-dthd.rF.nm from fluid) . Since Rx* :::: 2 . 25Re 2, the effect 
on Rp is even great or . 
crmin 
7. The r esults of the ana lysiS of tho' stability of l aminar 
boundary-layer flo'\'T by the linear i zed method of small perturbations 
must be appli ed. ,nth C~l"'O t o prodictjoils of trans ition, 1-Thich is a 
nonlinc!:'!.r phenomenon of a different ardor . Wi thdraldng hOut from the 
61 
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fluid through the solid surface , however, not only increases Be 
crm:i.n 
but decreases the initia l r ate of amplificntion of the self- excited 
distm'bances, "Thi eh i 8 roughly proportional to l/\J'Be .; uddi tion 
. crIlUn 
. I 
of heat t o the fluid through the solid surfa ce ha s the opposite 
effect . Thus , it can be concluded that ( a.) transition is delayed (Re
tr 
increased) by wi thdraw:tng heat f:~om the fluid and advanced by 
. adding heat to the fJ_uid t hrough the solid surfa ce, as compared with 
the lnsuJ.ated sUt'face at the same Ma ch number, (b ) for the insulated 
surface ) transition occurs earliar a s the Mavh number is increased, 
( c ) when the free stream veloci ty is supersonic., tronsition never 
occut's if the rate of heat "d thdrawal I r om the fluid through the 
s olid surface reaches or exceeds the crit i ca l va.lue for 'II1'hich 
Be ·---teo . (See concluBion 5. ) 
cr
min 
Unlike I ami nor insta bi15. ty; transition t o turbulent floi., in 
the b01..mdary layer 113 not a purely local phenomenon but depends on 
the pre-;rious history of the flow. The quantita tive effect of thermal 
condi ti ons at the s olid sUt'f ace on tx'ansi tion depends on the existing 
pressure gt.'o.dient in tho d:i.rect ion of the free streain., on the part 
of the solid s\rrface t o which he~t i s applied, and so forth, as 
well a s on the ini Ual magnituc1.o of the d.isturbances ( level of free -
stream turb1..aence) . . 
A cOID?arison .betiveen conclusion 7( a ) , based. on tho results of 
the ctabil1ty analYSiS, and experimental investigations of the 
eff ect of s urfa ce heating on transition at Im'T RlJeeds sho"'\.(8 that 
the -resuJ.ts of' the present paper give the prope:t direction of this 
cl f ect . 
8, The r csults of tho present study of laminar stability can 
be extended t o include l amirulr bounda~~'-layer flov13 of a gas in 
'·Thich there is a pressure graoient i n the directi.on of t he freo 
stream. Although further study is reqdrod, J.t is presumed that 
only t ho local mean velocity-teIrrper~i'Cul' O distribution determines 
the stability of' tho local boundary - ln;yor flo", . If that should 
bo the case J the effect of a pressure grocUont on l aminar stabi lity 
could be easi l y CalC1J~utea. throus..'h. its effect on the 'local distri-
bution of the product of mean density and moan vorticity a cross 
the bounctary layer . 
"ilien 'Cihe free-stream. velocity at the " odgett of tho boundary 
l ayor is supersonic ; by arul l~gy with th~ s t abilizing offect of a 
withdrav~l of hea t fr om the fluid, i t is expected. tha t tho le~tnar 
boundary- lay~r flow is completely otable a t a ll Reynolds number~ 
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when the neBBtive (favorable) pressure grarlient reaches or exceeds 
a certain critical va lue that depends only on t he Mach number and 
the properties of t he gas . The laminar bouna_ary -layer flow over a. 
surface in thermal equilibrium should be completely stable for 
:Mo > MsJ sa.YJ where Ms < 3 i f t here is a nee,a tive pressure 
gradient in the directi on of the free stream. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora.tory 
National Advisory Connnittee for Aeromutics 
Lang.ley Field, Va . , September 5, 1946 
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APPEl\TDIX A 
CALCUL.J\TION OF JJilTEG1l{1.LS APPEAR]]lU nr TEE JNVJ:SClJ) sOLurroNs 
L~ order to calculnte the limits of ~tability of the l amLDar 
boundary l ayer from relatj.ons (2.21) to ( 2 . 29) bet-omen t:le values 
of phase velocity, wave number, and Reynolds number , it is first 
necessary to calc1"ll,l te tho va11,,~es of the inteO'a1a K1 , Hl , H2) 
N2, By N3) and so f orth, ,mieh appear in tho e::::pressions f or 
the invj. s c:Ld soluti ns Cf1. (y) and CP2 (y ) and their der ivatives 
a t the edge of the bo~mdary layer . These int egrals are as follovTS 
( equations (2.13L (2. 9) , and (2.10)): 




I T JYl 
c)2 
O:y == H2( c ) 
{IY 
I 
I Vy 1 
~~-----
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1y 2T_H2(w _ c)2 ~'" ____ 0______ _ ------ uv dy " (vi_C )2 
" 
T · 
and 80 forth. 
for 
Terms of hig..'1er ord.er than 
91 and Cf>2 are ner.::,lected .. 
..., 
a,::- in the s ories expressions 
ilhen cr. < 1 J the error 1nvol ved. 




.I. • • 
~ven 
for a, > 1 , h01,'8ver) this approximation is justif:LeG., at least :for the values of ' c tha t appear in the stability ca.lcuJ.a tio!28 for the 10 :reprcsenta-t~i ve cases selected in tho pl~esent paper . F r 
exn:m:p10 ., the leading term in B .F . N2k+l ( c), ,~TIere. k = 2) 3, . . .. 
1 [ . c3 -lk- l 
. is approximately - -(---,' multiuliecl. by tho leae5.nc:, t 0rm k ! 3 1 _ c) 
-. v 
, -
in B.P . N3(c). The quantity in the bracJccts is a t most 0.12 in 
the present calcv~ations; for e:x.:::mple,,' B .P . Hr;; ( ~ ) :::; 0 . 06 B .P . H":/ ( c ). 
~ J Moreover, B.P. N2k( c) :::. (1 - c ) B .P . N"' k. l(c) . SirJ.lilar 8pproxj.1n:~ te _ c_ f-
relations exist beti-reen B .P . .lv?lC( c ) end R. I' . 11- ( c ); and, in 
. j 
l 
addition, B.P. 1-13( c) :::: ( 1 - c-) ~-::. ri .? ·I~ ( C) ::: 0 .015 B .P . N3( c) , l) .) 
at most. 
The only integr-sl for "lilich the il!lf;·~;::"n.'lry part is calculated is Kl ( c ). At the end of thls app8nd~lx , it is ShOi-ll1 that the con -
tributions of the ilna ginary parts oi' H2, .13' and N3 era 
negligible in Gomparison \·r.J.th the contribution of I.P . K1( c ). 
Gener al Pla..Tl of Calcul t t on 
The method of calculation so.opt e.d :nl.ls-t t~ke :i.n~~o a ccount t he 
d I dv fact that the value of dy \P~-;:) a t the point y = :r c J where ,·r ... c, 
L-_______ ----'~ ___ - __ ~~~-__ ___'". ~ .~~---- - -
1 
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strongly influences the stab:Ui ty of the laminar boundary layer . 
Accordingly) the integr'als are broken into -Cwo parts; for e:xample , 
where y j > Y c' The int egraJ_ Kll (c), 
is calculated very accurately, whereas K12( c ) is ca lculated by a 
more approximate method 38 f ollows: 
This L71te£P:al i.S evaluatec. a s a power s eries i n c . ~:he 
velocity profile i·r( y ) is approximated by a paraboli.c ar c plus a. 
straight-line segment for purposes of i ntegration . In the more 
compl ex integrals H2) H3 J and Ny the i nd.efinit e inte -
(1 ) 
grals j iY __ T ___ ely and Jf"'Y2 T a.:y ar e evaluated l)y 21 
Y (w _ c)2 (w _ c)2 j . y 
o:;.~ 41 point numerical integration by means of Siinpson's rule. The 
values of w{y) ar e read from t he veloc'ty pr ofiles of f i gures 1 
ana. 2 . The value . of Y j - Yl == a is 0,)+0 1:'1 t!1e p:;.'esent serie s of 
calcula tionsj t his va. lue is chos en s o t hat the point y :::: Yj is 
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'\ y 
T 
The integral Kll ( c) J nr t h e i ndefinJte into:;ral . ...".. . ,"' r."'..y 
(,.; - c)' 
\'Yl 
that appears i n ~) M3, and N3, is evn l ua:t;ed by eXJ.)8!1.d,lng the 
integr-8nd i n a Taylor I s aeri os in y - y c and -Chen inte;y:'ating t he 
series term by t erm. The path of integra tion must be t aken oelo1-7 
the point Y = Yc in the complex y -plene . 
Instead of calculating t he va lues of the vel ocity and temper.3 -
ture derivatives "le (n ) and Tc ( n ) directly ,. i t is s impler to relate 
these der ivatives to their values "' t tho surfr::.cG by Taylor ' s ' series 





(n ) .+ 'W (n+l) ( y _ y ) 






- Y1 + • • . 2! 
The derivatives a t the surface 'W1 (n) and TI(n) er c calcul 8ted 
from the equation s of moan motion (appeadix 13 ) • 
Tho integral Kl1( c ) , 
power series in Yc - YI ::: cr 
involving log cr. The ph::se 
(~ + 
wherF) 
Terms up to the or der of 
t erms i nvolving ' .f Vii 
"1 . 
f or e xample : is fj21ally obtained a s a 
and. in ... { . - y 
" J c 
::: a 
-
cr ) plus t erms 
velocity c is r eJ.e t ea. to cr 1;r 
) 
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Detailed Celctllations 
In order to illustrate the method; tho ovu luation of Kl (c) 
is given in some detail, as £'olloi''8: 
(1) Evaluation (')f Kl ( c) : 
Kl(c) rY2 T 2 :;: I d'r - 1-1 _ .:: u 
US-I C~'l - c)2 
(a ) Define 
(\y ~ , v 






T The fUIlction is (leveloped in a Taylor 18 s er ios aro1.1I1rl tho 
\fJ2 
point . w = c as f ollows: 
(
T \ It ( Y - Yc l y ) -:- _.) -----_/_+ 
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ljJ = 1 
c 
i ,T " 
·c 
,1, ' = -
'l'c . 




We (k+l ) 
. ( k + 1)w ' 
c 
1 ~T \. ( k+l) r 
+ -_ _) (y _ y ,k .: (y _ y )k 1 + 
(k)( k + 1 !) V2 L, j C) 1 c..J 
'e 
. . . } 
"i.here 
Y j ' - Y c ::: (Y j - Y 1) - (Y c - Y 1) = a. - a 
a :=;y -y 
c 1 
The coefficients -. (T )(k) are expressed in terms of derivatives 
\jJ2/ 
of T and 'IT at y == y 
1 
Define 
f (y) ::: 
o 
T 
as folloi';rs : 
k > 2 
70 
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" " \ " " 
(The method adopted far "the calcuiatton of " fk(n)(y1) "from. the 
ve10ci ty and temperature deri 'laM ves 
at the end of this" append.ix.)" 
From the expression for K11(c) , 
I.P. K11(c) -- I.P. ~(c) 
= nf1 (Y c) 
= • &1(Y1) + crfl '(Y1) + 
and 
where 
S = o 
+ af I (y )\ _I" • 
o \ 1 
71 
VT (j) 
1 and T1 (j) is Given 
5 ! 
a v I 
. + _ f I'y) I 
5! 1 ~ 11 J 
1 
+-"--
a - a 
- --- - I 
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- [2af 3 '(Y1) + ·3a2f4' (Y1) + 4a
3f 5 '(Y1) + • •. J 
+ ~af'4(Y1) + 6a~5(Y1) + 10a3f 6(r1) + ••• J 
Ik- A 1 a _ _ r+ k - _ (r .1. 1) r <\:-r 
r:1 ' . 
d == 1.0 
o 









8, ( k + 1) c 
K 
The velocity profile i\(Y) .. S 3pp:('oxilTlztecL by a parabolic arc 
in the interval o. 4.0 ~ Y - Y1 ~ Y 3 - Y1 a nd. by a straight line (w = Constant vr(y 3)) in the interval 
The va lue of i s determ...ined ·oy i ::!!poslng t he condition t he t the 
area und.er the parabolic-ar 8 str.:!i.~~lt -line seSllent .3Cllmls tho area 
under t he actua l velocity profile w{y) ::'n the J?1terval 
o.l~o ~ Y - Yl :::' 1.0. The parobolj.c er c w = ?, -}- m(y - Y1 ) + n(y - yl )2 
is determined by the fol101:rlng conditions : 
when y == Y4 < 1, 
i f = 1 
w· ' = 0 
73 
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where W[Y4) is read off the velocity profile of fi gures 1 and 2. 
, v . 
The value of Yl, is chosen so that the parubolic arc fits the 
,. 
velocity curve w-{ y ) closely over the widest possible range , 
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Ik is evaluated by approx:i.mating 
follows: . .. 




As a control in the calculCltj.on of t ne series expression 
co > ak(k+l)ck f or K12( c) , use is llU.lde of the fact tha t, from 
k=O 
the definition of Ik and J k, 
and therefore 
1 
J \ == -
k) : .,' "y )l 
. (j 
k 1--'--- i 
" \ ' \ 'l:T[ Y j I I 
I- \. / ..... 
The remaind.er a fter N - t erms in the s er ies f or Kl2( c) is given 
approximately by 
75 
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ITN + 1) te~J 
._-
r~ -';j)l L r-
The real ~art of ~(c) is obtained by eombini~g the resLuts 
of (a) and (b); that is, 
(2) Evaluation of R1Ce): 
The integrand of this integr-al j.B f'ree of singular ities in the 
region of the complex y-plane bounded by y == YI a!ld y ::: ;;~2 ; 
therefore HI(e) is evalue ted by purely numerical inteeration. The 
actual procedure employed for the calculation of integrals of this 




l(fb t o 
= b P r"~ d.T) - 2c 
UO 
w-
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and 
b = 
(b) With the approximation that the viscosity varies linearly .nth 
the absolute temperature, the yelocity w is tho same function of 
the nond.i1nensional stream. function ~ as in the Blasius :t;low; that 
is, 
vhere t is dei'ined by the relation <it - P'" dT] (appendix B) . 
From these relations 
since db:: "13 dT]13. Moreover , 
where 
for cr:: 1. 
T7 
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( c ) Finally, from the rela tiona gl ven in CD) , 
~.~. 1·,here bo is the value of 5 =-0 - f or the Blasi1..1S flow. For u ,Ii- x* o 
the insulated surfaces , b O ) imich is s one"lhat ar bitrary, Vias 
chosen as 5.60; whereas for the n O.l insulated surfs ces, bo == 6 .00. 
(The va lue of 1'13 nt T1B == 5 .60 is 0 . 9950; lmen :1B == 6 .00, 
"1-':8 = 0 . 9975 . The vnlue of b for the insulated. surfaces is t he 
value of TJ at i-Thich i , == 0.9950; \·rhereas b f or the noninsula t ed. 
surfaces is the value of 1') for 'Hhi ch \'T [=D~ ' 9975 .) The :.:l o_vantage 
n . 
of this procedure is that the i ntegrals v'B (1:.1:0 are cnlculated 
\10 
onCe and for all . ant'. t he vnlue of HI ( c) depem~_s only upon t he 
values of band c. In fa ct; 
since 
and 
~- . 730 
/ r::-'::;:-\ I I u C \ 
( EJ \ I~-· 1 - 0 .6667 \ Vi)* x~:- / 
',! 0 '(n 
J 
~-~----~~----
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and. 
b = 
~( ) )' - 1 21 )' - 1 r) == b + 1.73 Tl - 1 - ---: M ;. 2.3967 ._'--' H c: o \ 2 oJ 2 0 
See appendix B. (Incident:111YJ t he l a st rel etion ShOi-lS the effect 
of free-stream Ma ch nxo:nber and. therr.18 1 conditions .:'It the solid 
surface on the "thiclmess" of the bouncJ.ary l &yer.) 
2 ( 2 
- Mo 'l-T - c) 1Y (Vi' _ c)2 
ely Cl.y 
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(a) The integral 1I22(C) i s evaluated by methods similar to thoSEl 
already outlined f or the evaluation of TIl (c). Thus 
i1 Y2 [Y I\ Y2 fY' . "IY2 ry 
"- I dY P1'? dy - 2c ! ' dy I pw tly+ c2. dy ' ( P dy 
lYl t; Yl \JYl liYl t Yl VYl 
.There . 
r - J_ '2 -I' 'Y - 1 2. 2. 
- - - - - M 'HB - --- M \01: 2 0 j 2 0 B 
The nine integrals in the express ion for H22( c ) are evaluated by 





H2 (c) 12 
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T fy (w - C)2 • dy ------ dy 
C)2 .!y T 
~J 1 
(if -







jl Y2 ( )2 w - c 
J 








= - J ---- G( n ' c) di) 




G( 1'); c ) 
Ib 2 ,-r = - - thl 'f) T I . 2cf ; dn 
" 11 
po 
2 I dT) 
-;. e JTl T 
and 
~, 1 "2 I - 1" c:. . 
--- .1-.( W 
2 o 
The integral P ( c ) is GVLllueted -DY numeric.::l intcgL'at:i.on using 
Simpson I s rule ; the req,uirecl values of \.; 2.re r eo.d. direct ly ()ff 
the velocity profiles of {i i·~'CCes land. 2 . Finc.D.y, 
The j.ntegral R211 ( c ) j.B eV:.iluated in 8Y.ltetly the same ,vay 
a 8 Kll ( c ) ' -lhere 
and 
\jJ ( Y) 
2 /n\ ('1T -e)- :2 '?f '0; c:., 
- - --. - (,'l-Tc ') (Y - y ) - \ -' } T C \ T / 
~'T " 
'c 
-= 1 'r 2"1 ' ( Y 
c 
'r ,)2 ole + . .. 
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,.,here 
84 
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c = _ ~ ~~(Yl!. _ ~ (~ _ TIl) 
o 9f(Y) 12,2 T 
o 1 \ 1 
--~---
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Al~ ' := A1.r 1 - fI _ Ak ~ L~+ -y-
,', '" J\. 11 ~ {, " 9 /\ I II ' A", "A 
.... ·k := _:+ 1 - i"l.2""k - Cl"'·2 ·t'.k - c; ~ lc 2 < k< 4 
A~ iv :-:: A '" _ I~ A " I 3f... , ~ "- 3A II.A~ I A " If-\.., 
-lc k+1 --2 k - _'1.2 "ok 2K - 2 .~ ..lC l~ == 2, 3 
• v A i v k L\ i v 1/; ' I "I . 6./1.' It (l, ~ II l~ \ I t I \ ' l' i v P 
rtk == k+1 - • Z k - . -2 'k - 2 ·'"k - " 2 k - 1.2 'k 
B (m) ' ~ (111) k == l'·k+1 
B ' 8 
2 A') 
J 
~ . ( r:1+1) 
- '1k 
38 
2 < k< 6 
0< m< 4 
- -
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Finally, 
R • P. il2 ( c) = R. P. H2.l0. 1 ( c) .;- Hr , ( c) - M 2u2? ( c) <:.12 0_ 
(4) Evaluation of ~(c): 
"\-There 
and 
NACi\. TN No . 1360 
(a) The integr-al ~2(c) is evaluated. in much the same ,-ray 
as H22(c); that is , 
where bo has the same meaning as in the evaluation of ll22(c) 
and ,.,here 
N ~,CA TN No . 1,)60 
The integrals in M32(c) are evaluated by numerical integration 
using SlmpSOn'S rule . Values of, wB are taken from the table in 
appendix B. 
I • 





c)2 dy J)Yj. __ ~__ pY 2 
2 dy j (1.1 - c) dy 
Y (W - c) LYI T 
f}y fY2 lY I 2 (w - c)2 T (w _ c)2 M3l (c) -= "" dy ---- dy ----" dy 
2 JYl T UYj (w - c)2 Yl T 
"IY 2 hT -M313 (c) = T 
. UYj 
It is recognized that 
[
y ,)y,., 
. 2 T dy I _( 'YT -=-_c)_c. ely '" II (c) 
o 210 ~Yj (w - c) ~ Y T .~ 
/J 1 
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Therefore 
By aQditional transformations) the follovdnC eQuat ions ar e obta ineQ: 
"There 
or 
Q( C) hi -
T ly 1:1 c)2 ' T . 2 (w _ _ c)2 dy ---- dy dy Yj (w - c)2 Y T 
1 [b (,-r _ c)2 f 1! T 
Q( c ) =-- --- dT) .---
b3 UO. 4b T do .4b (,~. _ [
b 
dn 
(w _ c)2 
- -- -'-dT) 
T 
I 7) 
The inte@'al Q( C) is evaluat ed by nUL~erical int egration 
using Simpson f S rule; r ( c) is evaluated in the cal cu..lat i on 
of H22 ( c) . 
The integral M311 (e) is obtaineQ in exactly t he same v~y 
as K11 ( c ) and. H2 ( e ); th.at is ) 
11 
~----- ---~- -----
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(
5 4 3 .'. 
1 a a 2 a 4 a 
R . P . N3l (c) = fJN -- + cr - - 2cr - + cr -) 
1 f Yl 45 9 9 3 o . 
Finally; 
93 
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It can De shown that the second and. third integrals 
therefore 




N31 (c) L1 ('YT -
N ( c) == N33 ( c) 32 
c)2 
- 2..Mo 2N"",( c) y::. + No
4U34( c) 
r (w ~ " ,2 f2 dJT v } 0..::1 





(Vl - e)2 
(vT _ c)2 
----- dy 
T 
(a) The integral N3J+( c ) is evaluated by numerice l integr-ation 
in a manner sim:i.lar t o Rl(e) , H22{c ) ; EmU. !il22 Cc) ; that is , 
Nl\.CA TN No . 1360 
where . 
The integrals in N~4 ( c) 
. J are evaluated by numerical integration 
in a man.l1.er similar to that used. in the evaluation of M32( c ) and 
so forth. Most of the j.ntegrals will already have been evaluated 
in the calcu.lation of Hl ( c ) , ~2( c » and M32( c). 




- - - - - ---




N~2 ( e ) = N32 (e) + N32 (e) - N~2 (e) 
J 1 2 J 3 
vThere 
lY2 i Y2 2 T (w ~ e ) :: . dy --- ( y - Y) dy . ()2 T 2 . J VI - C Y 
Now, 
iY2 [:>'2 0 T (w _ e)e N32 (e) = '-- dy ~(Y0 - y.) - (y - y \l dy '1 () 2 T ~ '- 1 l)J - VI - C j l,Y 
Since Y2 ' - Yl ::-: 1.0·, an~ 
NAC!l. TN No , 1 360 
i t is f ound. t ha t 
1-lher e 
and. 
(b 2 fb . [b w .." 2 T) QTJ c) = . ._. '\') Q'\') - 2c - n 0.1) + c -- . 
I T '].' . T 
VTJ dTJ L '\') 
P1( C) i s evaluated by numeri cal integration usi ng Simpson ' s rule , 
Define 
Since 
N l".oA TN No . 1360 
end 
it is recognized that 
fY2 2 The integral (w ; c) (y _ Y1 ) is evaluat.ed by numerical 
UYI 
intec;r-ation in exactly the s ame way as N..,) ( c ) . 
.) !. 
N;\.C A TN No . 1360 
The integral N 2 ( c ) is transformed as follo1m: 3-1 . 
[
y fY j '.r 
= ----2 dy 
UYI (vr - c) 0Yl 
[( y 2 - Y c) - ( y - y c ) ] dy 
But 
(W' - c)2 





The integral J'0 ( c ) is evaJ.wated in t iLe S2me ,vay as K11( c). Thus '-11 
99 
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R.P. J2 (c) = _1_ r0
4 
+ 05 (_ 4 l' \1 
. 11 a. - 0 ~+ . 5 0) J 
. [ 2 ~ 13 4 5 83 4 
.,. - 8 . + 8 C - 8 D + (j - - - 4a C -1-·8 (5D + C ) 12 0 0 4 o · 0 1 
,. ~ G' ~ 2/8 2 1 2 + 0 (- .;- 6a C - 10a3D - LI.a 3c1 . + 0 3 - - 4aC + 10a~ + 68 C1 \4 ° 0 4 0 0 
4 [ 4 a f 2( Y 1) .- J 5 ( 5 \ 
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Finally 




hr - c)2 (w _ c) 2 
After seyeral transformations, the integr'8~ N~l( c) is brought 
..J 
into c more convenient for:n. 
,,,here 
T 
( w _ c) 2 
'r 
- -- . dy. 
(w _ c ) 2 
. rl Y ny 
T ( 14' c ) 2 /' 'J1 d,)r J ---- dy ---- dy 
( w - c) 2 I YJo , T .• ( ) 2 (, Jj V! -C 
The integr-al N31 (e) is evaluated by numerical integr-ation 
. 3 
usin~ S:l.mpoon' s rul e ° Some of the j.nte f:;r'a tions have I3lreao.y been 




=- --_. d~ 




2 In c) . . clT) O. !~b 
- - ---- - -
T 
---- 0." ( ~/r _ c ) 2 
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The integr.al N311 (c) is evaluated i n e:mctly the saIlle .ray 
as K:J..].( c ); that is ) 
I() 1 ~ 1I( )] If [( )J2--. 2 1n(a - a) + p f y] - - I ~ Yl - In a - a -n - .. A 
00 . 6 \ ~. (a -a) 
2"' [ -
2,-;> 3D. F ! 3 -'" ( , 1 I ( ' a (:" a tI' ') ( )J' + n .D + --.. ' ') + a Ill .£ Y1 \ - - . I \ Yl ) - - f 2 Y ,- - - f ( y - a E + }' 2 J L 0 0 J 3 0 / 3 - 1 ) 6 0 \ 1 , 
102 
. ' 
( ) '1 3 f5 () 17 / 2 r1(Yl)]
2 
- 4f Y1:P I + (8 - 0') <- - f2 Y1 + - f 1P"1)P - -, - ' o 0_ 112 36 ' 0 27 f (Y ) 
. { . 01 
"l 5 (8 _ 0' )20' -+ - f (y1)q .;. , [7 f '(y )\ - i+p f ( Y ) - 4p f 'CY \ I 12 0 0 J 6 L3 1 1 1 0" I , 0 ° I i J 
r '- ," ' 2 1 2 ,( ~ 1 !f1IYl)1 
- - (8 - 0' ) crf Y 1) In (8 - cr) + ( a - cr) .) ill ( [;l _ ()') ,- .t:..-~_-=-
6 1 a .0 ( -- ) 
. ;; J. o J1 
... 
103 
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+d~l '( Y1)J12 + fJ/Yl)fl:'(Yll -" ~fl(Yl)fJ. ' (Yl) fo ' (Yl) 
3 l.t!o(Yl) foCY1) ~0(Yl)J2 
_ .:.\lff 1(YJj-1
2 
f' II Y -l ft'l CY1/]2 ~o! (Y1)] ~1~+ .(13 ~1(Yl)J2 
2 :0 (h}] 0 ( 1) . L:roCh) foCY1) J) 3 f'0(Y1) 
4. f2 f1(Yl)fl ' (Yl) 1 r~1(Yl)l2 J.' I ~1(;rl)J2} 
+ (1 L3 -fO(Yl) - ' - 3 ~o(Y~)J .Lo ( Y1) - Po f o( Yl) - . 
E = P f '(Y ) + '0 f (y ') + .:t-_ f '(Y ) o 0 1 ~l 0\ 1/ ? 1 1 
~. 
Evaluation of f (m) k 
The functions f k (m) ( Yl) , which appear repea t edly in the 
evaluation of the integrals Kl ( c ) > H2( c ), and so forth: are 
evaluated in terms of wl (k) and T (j.e) as follows : 1 
105 
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- ~ 
I 
(m) (') [ f 0 (Y
1
)' = :-(TtJ) m = - IT (m) g + mr (m- l) .' m(m - 1) (I!1-2) 
. 0 y, 1 0 1. Sl + T g.,. + . 





m! (m-r ) 





- 2 <7 A 




+ ~l ~L i 
- La J 
1 
+ g A J m- l 2 
____ J 
~----~---~--- --..-- - - - - - - - - - -- - - --
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f (m)/y ,\_l /TT g \ (m+l) +~(T.e S) (m) 




1 (Tg S) (m) 
2 \ o'2y 
1 
... ( k) __ 3 B (1:) _ .~ A (k) 
°2 - 2 '2 3 3 
f') (m)(y ) 0= ~ 0" 'g +?- T" ['~ (m) + ~ (T ' g 82 ) (m) 
_, 1 12 0 f' ':L h O-r C -,; , - ' .j 1 
. /Jl 
o ~. m < 5 
- -
O~m~.4 
o~ k < 4 
o < m < 3 
i . (m) (y ,::::~~iVg+2T"ta....) (m)+~(TngS ') (m)+~(TI6S. ) (m) 
),. 1/ 72 ,\ 0 ~..L Y 12 0 2 Y I 8 \. 0 3 y 
111 
o < m ~_2 
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~ . ') (m) ) f5(m)(Y1\)=-~' TVS +~ ~Tiv _;_~~\Trr, [, 82} (m) +~--(T" B 83\) (m \ . 480 0 2 -..l Y 48 o"./y 48\ 0 y 1 1 1 
O~m~l 




(k) = _ ~ A ( k) .:_ 3B (k) 12C (k) + 15 D ( lc) -:- 2B
7
( li:) 0 ~k ~2 
..j. 55 4 - 3 22 ._-
_ 20C
6
(k) _ 50D (k) _ 45 E (k) 
322 
. 108 
o .5...k < 1 
11-0 "'1::: 
C 1~r. D 22r:: -, :)-..1 '"" 
- -- - +)U - ::>,l!; + -- j! 2 3 1 534 
~(m) and Bk(m) 3re d.efined as previouslY. 
C
2
(k) :" 3~ ( l':) _~ J3~ (k+l) 
j 2 c 
C (k) _ 1 ~ (k) ~(k) . (k+1~ 3 - -!t + _. B.., 2 . .) J 
C (k) ::: ~~ \(~/ ( k) _ •. B (k) . F (1C-I':'~ )) ~, L.· 10 - -'-'r.) 
./ 2 \ u - / 
C (k) b~ (k) __ 1 B (1\:+J.) 6 "': 8 2'7 
C = B 7 7 
D2 (k) = C
3 



















( l~) 1 ( k-' 1) 
D3 - -D0 
--,-
4 c;. 
1 0 (1:) 
' :i) (k) - D3 (k+10 
- 3D T 1+ 1, r:: 
t' \ ..J 
( k) 1 ( ~:~.l ) 
E3 - .:::.. 1'~ 5 2 
In the det,:liled stnl)il :l..ty calculet:!.ons the contributions of 
the iIlJa ginery par'ts of the l~ltegL'e.ls TIo; M.,} It») and GO !orth, 
c: ::'1 _1 
to the f unction v ( c) ar e cons:.d..ered t o ~e ne 'jLgl1:.,le in cOl'l1J)-3rison 
. th ~, t . " ' J> -1-.... .. 'of' ~- ( ) A 1 - J' WJ.. vile c o n"rlO XC_.on 0 1 v.ue una ~~].!lary :pare 0 ": -' '-1 c . ca_ C11.:..8 Cl.on 
of the orders of nJa c)lit1.lde of I. P. 112(c), I.E . 1'-13(c)" and I.P . N3( C) 
from the gener al expresoi ons 3i yen in the p:~ece(ling Ii,:;.eeo S ilO'HE that 
this step is Justif led) at l east for t he valu.ss of :pha s e VE:;loci ty c 
that appear in the stability calcl1lations . 
For example) 
I. P. ~ (c) 
11 
).10 




The contribution of I. P . TI2 (c) t o v( c) is apprcximately equal 
'VT Ie 1 
to ," 0 rl ~ T_7~;·JI , ,·rhere v -= L P . a K, (c) • J. The quanM. ty in _ 1, 1 J Tl 
the brackets :l.S of the orcler of 0 .03, at most, in the calculations 
of the l)resent p3per.. (1.:.1 the '.lpprox:i.mate ca.lculations of Re 
crmin 
for IvIach numbers very mucll "oater than 1.1.:'"1i 'J ' c becomes 1ar58 
1 
because c > 1 - hOI-Tover " ct :i.s smo.ll 11hen c is not mu~h 
greeter than 1 end the rssttl ts of the calcltlut j.ono of 11e C.,.. . 
-nun 
"\orl 'e 




correct (f:: g . 7).) 
From the expression for 
00 that t~e contribution of 
equal to y 1-_5lc~_l The 9.,iJ.8l1ti ty in brnckets is of the orcler 
. 0 2(1.7 ')2J' _ , 1 
of 0.06 at the most. 
111 
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CALCUI,ATION OF MEMf-VELOCITY AND MEAN-~EMl?ER.Il.TURE DIBrnIBUTION 
ACROSS BOUND.ABY LAYER lIND TEl: VELOClT'I MID TlMPERATURE 
DERIVATIVES AT THE SOl.D) SURFACE 
The r.J.ean-vel ocity and. mean-temperature p::..~of'iles for t he severa l 
r epresentatiY6 ca s es of insulated and noninsulated surfa ces are 
ca.lcu.la -lied. by 8. r allid I'! ppr oxtrru.-:te method that Si Y()s the slope of 
the velocit;v profi l es at the sill'face .d th Q 1!l.ay.J.rllt:m error of about 
4 percent in the e:>...-treme ca se, f or 'Y1h i c11 T 1 == 0 .70 Elnd Ho = 0 .70. 
The surface values of the h igher velocity der ivat1.ves and the 
temperature deri vatives r equ:lred in t he stabj,l :,t y CaJ.CtLLa t:tons are 
obtai:!1ed directly from the f:'l t;,uations of mean motion in terms of the 
calculated_ va lue of t he slope of t he veloci t y profile . The Prandtl 
number is talcen a s unj, ty . 
Nean Veloei ty-Temperature D:i.stri bution across 3 0tLl1dary Layer 
In a s eminar held at t he Ca lifornia Institute of Teclmology 
in 1942, the pres ent author has shown t ha.t <:l good first approxi -
mati on to the moan velocity dist r ibut ion a cross t ho boun~ary l a yer 
is obt c: ined by a SSuming that. t he viscos~Lty vat'i eo line~'lrly iii th 
the absolute t emperature . With t l is [!sslUD:ption, t.he vel oclty ..,(0 :' s 
\jJ .::, 
the same funct i on of the nOlldimen ci onal stream fu.l1C'!; :toll ~ "" ----
\1" ~h~:"'{;'Y* Y v 0 v 'o .. 
as in the Blasius case, .9.no. the correspondin cUstance f:cam the 
surfa ce T} = Y')C\I __ ~*~ ;_s obtainod by a siLIple quadrature when a~ l. 
v ~.-X',- . 
~ 0 
Actually , the approximation w(t) :;:: 'B(t) is tho first st.age of an 
i ter a tion process applied to the d:L f f'or ential o(].u::lt i ons of moan 
1- £ ( Dlotion in the laminar boundar y l oyor , in whi ch I.l. cc T £ is a small 
pcu"amot er equal t o 0 . 24 f or a ir ) , and wcn ::: ~(O + E:i"l(h) + ~W2 (U + 
Culculat10n of \':1 (h) f or Tl :;:: 1. 50 and T} :;:: 2 . 00 f or M ~ 0 • , 0 
shm"ed that the i t or ation process is rapidly conYvr gent; the con-' 
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at the surface is 5 percent fo:~ Tl ::: 1.50 and 8 percent f or Tl =2 .00. 
In the pres ent calculations the maximum error in the slope introduced 
by taking w( 0 ::: ''BC 0 is about lj. percent in the e:l::rtr eme case . 
( See r efer ence 15, in '-Thich the authors make use of a l inear 
v1scosity-temperature r elation. See also reference 23 . ) 
That 'v( b) = ,~( ~ ) for a linear 
absolute to!lI]?erature is seen directly 
motion in t he l aminar boundary layer . 
is eutoma"tica:,Lly sctisficd by taking 
variation of viscosity vTith 
from the c~uations of mean 
The oquation of cont :!nui ty 
p-x d~' 
u'~\' -




-. ~; = 
p .;<- dx* 
o 
Tho str eam function ~* and the distance along the surface r x ar c 
s ol ectee. as indepcn(lcmt vartal)les follo,nng t he proced.ure of von MisGs, 




Define the nondin"<cnsional stream function t by the r elation 
b ::: 
I 
The dynamic equation tekos the follmvinG form: 
\1;;)* 11 * x* 
' 0 0 
Since 1 o :: .- in the boundary layer, if !J. ~" T, 
. T the dJ~~c e~uation in 
this f orm is identica l ,,::.t th the e~uati on for the lsothermal Blasius 
114 
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flow', that is J w( t) == ,.~ ( 0 , or the value of the velocity ratio vT 
is equal to the Blasius value at the same v.~lue of t. '].' _16 co:rY'e -
sponding value of T) =: Y* ~i..!!* .. } t he noncli!J'1£usional "distance" 
V * x* o 
from the surfa.ce} is obt ained as follows: 
or 
' d~ pw :", ~-
dT) 
~b db ft at i) ::: -- ::;! T I 
to pw do vT 
If (J = I) the enerQ- e.nd dyn.."IlJ1ic equations haye ~.: unique inte i~al and 




--- - I((T.! - 1) ~N L ·" )' - 1 2l 7 - 1 2 - --_. 1-1 ~ - - -_. M 2 0 .~ 2 ~ (,0 . 
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· fTlB . fTlB 
The integrals I "TE d71B 8::ld ! ~'TB 2 d~B a1'e given in the 
~o wo 
following table , and the mean-velocity and mean-temperetv.re 1'ro-
~iles can be calculated rapidly by this method. (Tte values 
of (~"~ are used i~ the appr oximate ca lcula t ion of Re OD~B crr~n 






















1.~ . 40 




l--':1 ~ ::: I' B VB dllB 
I
I do 
0.0000 0.0000 0 .0000 
.0664 .0066 .0003 
.1328 .0265 .0024 
.1989 .0599 .0081 
.2647 .1065 .0189 
.3298 .1660 .0367 
.3938 .2385 .0630 
.4563 .3236 .0993 
. 5168 . 4210 .lL~68 
.5748 . 5302 .206!j. 
. 6298 .6508 .2792 
. 6813 .7821 .3654 
.7290 . 9231 .4648 
.7725 1 .0733 .5r(76 
.8115 1.2319 . 703 ~· 
· 8!~60 1. 3978 .8411 
.8761 1.5702 .9897 
.9018 1 .71;.80 1.1478 
.9233 1.9306 1. 3145 
.9411 2 .1171 1. 488~. 
.9555 2. 3067 1.6682! 
, .0/759 2.6933 2 .0419 II 
. 9878 3.0863 2. 4280 
. 9942 3 . 4828 2.8211 I 
.9975 3.8812 3.2180 I 
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1,fi th the approximation that Il varies linearly: with the 
a:bsolu-ce temperature, the . slope ' of~ TJhe"'velocity profile at the 
s olid surface is simply related: to the s'lop'e of the Blasius pro-
file. Tl:nis 
ow elyT d~ d," 
--::-:PW-. 





d", 0 . 332 
_ =: '1-7 1 = --- b 
dy 1 Tl 
"There b is the value of 1) at the " eel -;;e" of the boundary layer 
(,,>hen .... reaches an arbitrarily prescribed value close to unity). 
It is seen that the shoar stress at the surface '( or the skin friction) 
has the s ame value as in the Bl ashw case ' 
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The relial:::ility of this appro:drnation can be jud.ged. from the ca lcula -
tions of the skin-friction coeffident in reference 2)4- , in \.;hich 
1.1. cc TO, 76 . From fi gure 2 of reference 24, the value of the sldn-
friction coefficlent for an insulat ed surfa.Ge at [\ Mach number 
of 3,0 (Tl = 2 , 823) is -:mly 12 percent lower than the Bla sius 
value and OI1~y 2 percent lower at a Mach number of 2.0 (Tl = 1.81), 
For the noninsula ted surface} wlth Tl :::: O.25} the value of t he 
skin-fl~iction coefficient at M _. C is o!11~"- 7 percent gL'enter than 
o 
the Blasius va lu.8 ane. 12 per-::ent greater at a Ma ch number of 3 .00 . 
Since the shear str eG8 at tI 1B Sl11~f2 ce :i:::: unchanged. in fi rst 
approY.2.111Bti0I1 J tIle bounw.l.!'J'--layeT m01::!e.ntv.m tllicb18SS has the same 
vel ne 8S for the BlasiJ.s flo-,r 
0.0667 
The expression. for t he displacement thic1G.1es "· D·);' gives a measure 
of the eff ect of t he thermal GondH1ons a t the sol id. surfa ce and 
the f r ee - strerun l'facl1 number on the thickness of the botLl1dary layer , 
By clefini Man, 
r (1 - ~.:nv) dr~ 
Jo 
From the rela tion betvTeen d'l and dTjB 
r;; f"le-:> 0*. 0 . ;:: ! ET - 1) 4- (1 - '.1J) ] Q11:s 1 - Jo \ 1) * Jd'" a 
_ 1,"73 m / - 1 2( 66 ·" ) 
.1:1 +- -2-- Mo u. 67 
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For the Blasi\~ flow 
The "t!1iclmess" of t he boundary layer b is given bi 
Er~:' 
and the f orm paramet er Ii = i s 
o 
H ::; 2 . 50 T, + 2'--=-2. M 2 
.l. 2 a 
For the insulated. Burfa ce, 
/ 
H = 2. 50 + 3.50 (? - 1 M 2~ 
\ 2 0 / 
CalcLlation 0:' Moan-Veloc5.ty and Mean-Temper!'1t 'J::ce Derivatives 
Because of the sensitivity o~ the stabilit;y- char actGristics of 
. a I d:'ll) the laminar bOlmdary l ayer t o the behavior 0:' t}le quantity -- {p - ; 
dy \ dy 
the values of the required velocity and. tero;perature deriva t ives at 
the surface are calculated dfrectly fTom t he eql~ ti ons of mean 
" ~ 
motion, ,·rith fJ.:= Tm (:n = 0 .76 for 3.ir) . NOvi a.~ = h' = bpw so 
h ely 
/JIJ \' 
that the d;yuamic equation is - w' = \'1' -Vi') Since t (O) = t ,(O) = 0, 
2 
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fr - 1 2 ( 
where T 1 I = vT1 ' L 2' M 0 - T 1 if cr = 1 . In other 
words, the va1u~ of . WI" is rea.di1y compu~ed from the value 
of WI'. In general) v~(k) is determined from the relation 
or 
D ((- ,) k .. 2 (....m t\ k-l 
- - ~ 1-7 = \ '1' ., J 
2 
~k _ 1) mr~ "1 (k -1) + . (k - 1~ (.-t''A" "1 ( k-2) + ••. Tl (k - 3) !2! T m -1 
(k - 1) ! (Tm)l ( s) 
(rrm) (-k-l) \J (k-s) \ ,1 + - W + . . . + (k-l-s)s! T m 1 T m 1 1 
b ~ (k-2) (k 3) 
- -- ~ vl I + (k _ 2) t - VT n + • 
2l'm I I 1 
+ 
1 
(k - 2) ! 
(k-2-r)!r! t
(k-2-r) . (r+J.) 
;;) Vi + • 
1 
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' There 
(p - I )P. (P-Z) w I + 
.L . 1 
and 
(p - 1): (p- Q.- l ) ,., ( q.) 
__ . ___ .. _p w 
(p _ ~ _ l )! q! 1 1 + 
p == 1, 2 .. .. 5 
P t ._ 
1 
T t 1 
T 2 
1 
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(ill, 
_ 'TI tv 
+ 3(T1")2 1 + m ~ 




(T ,, 6 
, 1 ) ( 
---+ 15 ill, 
T 6 
1 
T Im " T I r I 1 "'1 1 
---- +m-
T1 
f4T 'T '" L 1 1 
J.. 20(T 'j3T ,r rll + (m, 2) ~6OT 'T "T I II + 15fT ,)2.:[1 i V J.. l~ fT ,,)31 
, 1 I 1 j ? 1 1 1 , . 1 1 ' ~,1 J 
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Each velodty derivative is determ.i.ned from the lmOi.,ledge of all the 
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(m, 2) = m(m - l)(m - 2) 
(ill) n) = m(m - l )(m - 2) . .. (m - n) 
ill = 0.76 
(ni) 1) := -0 . 182~. 
(m, 2) = 0.226176 
(m, 3) := -0.50663 i !. 




T Ilf := aw, '" _ 3(r _ l )M 2·vr ' 1-T " 1 ~ 011 
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APPENDIX C 
RAP]]) APPROXJMA.TION TO TEE FUNCTION (1 - 2A,)v(c) AND Tlffi 
MTIifTIv1ill1 CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER 
In section 5, a criterion was derived for the dependen.ce of 
the minimum critical Reynolds number Be on the local distri-
crmin 
bution of mean velocity and mean temperature across the boundary 
layer. It 1-JaS found that 
Re 
cX' • nun 




= --- 1 
c 
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A rapid method for the calculation of the fUl1ct5.on ( 1 - 2,,) v ( c) 
and the minimum critica l ReynoldD number is developed by making 
une of the approYJ..mation that the Yis r;oslty yaries linearly vrith 
the absclute t emperature (appendix B). (Since the effect of 
variable viscosity on the mean -velocity profile is overestimated 
in this allproY.imation, the va.lues of Be (fie . 6 ( a) ) ca1cu-
crmln 
1at ed by this method are lower than the values ca.lculated f or ~ = TO. 7 6 
1,Then- heet is a dded t q the f'luid through the solid surface and higher 
i~h'3n heat is v7i thdr,;nm from t he fluid . ) 
For ~ ~ T, the dJTillndc equation (a.ppendix B) is 
( \ t dio; d 1 dW - - -- ": - - -- ) 2 dT) OT) P 0'1 I 
and therefor e 
But 
2fr 1 (dr) :::-- = - --
OT) T dT) 
B 
so that 
T2 (j (1 dW') r-t 2 (?ir\ ] ~vr ~~ \T d~1 = - 2- + T ,dll) B 
dT] ,-
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(dY) W, .-B· d ' 
, 1') B 
snd. ~ The r equirec1. va.lues of are ootained from the 
t able i n append.ix B. 
The small cor r ection to ' the slop e ", ( c) is easily calculated 
once t he mean velocity prof i le ha s been obtained ( appendix B). 
Thus 
"' ( c) == 0.332 11 
T c 
1 
1 ", ( 0 ) :: 0 
The quanti t y (1 - 2i, )y( c ) h C! s been calculated a s a function 
of c for various vo lues of Tl at Mo :::: 0 , 0 .70) 1 . 30 ; 1.50 , 2.00,-
3 .00; anrl 5 .00 ._ and the r esults of t he3e calculati ons are given in 
the following t abl e . The decisive s t €lbj.liz ing i nfluence of wi th-
drawing hea t f r om the fluid at supersonic veloGi t ies 1s i l lustrated 
in f1 Bur e 7 . 
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r Tl 
I 
Co Re I cr min 
I 
I 
Mo = 0 
Tl Co Re crndn 
Mo == 0 .70 
0.70 0. 19'+5 3650 0.70 0 .1670 8440 
.80 .2695 1080 .80 .2390 2110 
.90 .3485 402 .90 .3265 613 
1.25 .5435 67 I 1.25 .5!~25 74 
1.50 .6240 36 1. 50 .6265 38 
1-1 = 1. 30; 
0 
c > 0.231 Ho == 1. 50; c > 0.333 
--
O.SO 0.2455 9230 1.30 0 .3450 2770 
1.05 .4075 392 1.35 .4585 275 
1.20 .51'[0 121 1. 40 .5505 99 
1. 3422 .5450 92 1. 4556 . 6276 49 
1.50 .6355 42 LtD .7732 16 
I 
Mo == 2.00; c > 0.500 I Mo =: 3.00; c > 0.667 
-
1.63 0.5074 671 
1.65 .5lt38 207 
1.70 .6155 '75 
2.48 0 .6730 186 
2.52 .7058 59 
2. 62 .7655 24 
1.75 .6749 40 




Mo == 5.00; c > 0.800 I 
I 2.72 .8105 14 2.77 ,8295 10 I 2.8225 .8500 9 
5.19 0.8008 I 174 
5.20 .8036 I 80 
5. 30 .8262 23 
5.75 .9008 6 
6.0625 .9350 3 
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APPENDIX D 
d I C.W) 
- (p-
dy \ dy 
FROH EQUATIONS OF HEAl'f MCYI'ION 
In order to determine t he effect of free - stream l~ ch number, 
thermal condition s at the s olid s urfa ce , or free-stream pres sure 
gra dient on laminar stabi Hty, it i s necessary to know t he relation 
between these phYSical parameters and the 0.istribut:ton of t he 
. d"l - d ( dw \ quantl ty p - across the boundary l ayer . The value of - P-) 
~ ~ \ ~ 
at the solid surfa ce is obta ined directly from t he dynamic equation 
( equations (6.3 ) and (7. 2) ) . The villue of d
2 (p dW.) at t he 
dy2 \ d:;r 
s1.trfa ce , v111i ch is a lso useful in t he diScuDsion of lami nar sta -
bility, is obta ined f r-om the dynami c and ener gy- 8<lu.c:.tiuns a s 
foJ.l m-,'S : 
2V11"T l I w1 'T 1" 2v'1 I (T1 ') 2 
- -- . _- --+ 
Tl T 2 T 2 'T' 3 1 1 - 1 
Di ffer entiatine the dyn amic e quatJon once y i e l ds the r e sult 
2rrfi: 1 1v 11 r (T 1) 2 ~1" 1 1 1 \. 1 W ' ll ::: 'i>y 1 m(m - 1) 
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At the solid surface the rate of change of temperature 






both vanish) and the rate at which a fluid element loses heat by 
conduction equals the r ate at which mechanical energy is transformed 
into hea t by viscous dissipation. The energy equation becomes 
or 
T " 1 
_ ( ou.;-c)' 2 
"" IJ. -r.. --
1 2Jy-x, 
1 
Utilizing t he exp~ession f or i{ , r r 1 gives 
- 2(m + 1 ) ~d (::~\~ ,) -I- 0'( 1 .;. m)(y -dy T / 1 
where 
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From this expression for ~d2 (VTI)l, dy2 T J1 the fol1ovilng eon-
elusions, which are utilized in the .sta-oility amlys:Ls, are reached: 
.ben ~ (;')1 vanishes, the quantity [~ (;)1 is 
still posHive . 
vlhen the free - stream velocity is uni.form, 
~d2 ('{I)~ = d 2 T I Y -'I 0(1 + m) (r _ l )M 2 o 
~:2 (Twl~\l that is, L~ )J is ali-lays positive. 
1 
i'lhen the surface is insulated.) 
Gt2 (\V I)~ . 
. ~2 T, ~ = a(l + m)(r -
(w ,) 3 
2 ' 1 1 \ M . !.-.---J 0 IJ T L_ 
1 
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APP:ElIDIX E 
CAI,CULATION OF CRITICAL MACH 1'.'1lMBER FOR STABnlZATI ON 
OF L.AMJJirAR BOUND.i\.RY LAYEi.=t 
For thermal e~uilibrium the rate of heat co~duction from the 
gas to the s oli,ct surface balances the rate at. i·rhich heat is radia ted 
from the surface . If the r ate at vmich he3t is ~~thdraw.n from the 
fluid reaches or exceeds ~ certain critical value at a Given loca l 
supersonic Mach number, the laminar boundary- layer fImy is s table 
at all ReJ~olds numbers. (See section 6b.) Th e purpose of the 
folloi\ring brief calculation is t o determine the equilibrium surface 
temperatures at several Ma ch numbers and compare t hese temperatures 
wi th the critical t emperatures for laminar stability. (See fi g . 8. ) 
Wh en t he solid surface i s in thermal e~i.1.ilibrium. 
(1) 
vThere ( i s the emissivity, (j is the Boltzmann constant, and the 
other symbols have alread.y been defined. ( See r eferences 14, and 15.) 
Consider the case in ~'lhich the fr ee stream is l1nifoJ::"lll and the 
t empera ture is constant along the surf ace . F or cr = 1, 
i'rhere s t agnation temperature T s e~uals y - 1 2 1 + Mo . 
2 
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J#-u * 5 _ 0 ~.332. 1f V * x:* T o 1 the appro~1tion fl = T 
is employed.. (Se e appendix B.) Si nce k .~ :. - C lJ. 1': ).1 = c lJ.o*Tl ' 1 - p o l P 
0. 332 C 1/,)' ·x· p* 8-*. T ~ EIT - T ) \fM .~ 
p ~ 0 0 0 0 \ sIr 0 {x* 
When t he i ntegrat ions in equatI on (1) ::reG carr ied. out, t he f ol -
l owing r elation i s obt a ined. f or t ho det enni na-tiion of t he eg:ui libritun. 
surfa ce temper a t ure : 
'\oThere 
K = 2 . 2"( 
(~)6 €2a2L 
------
c 2 P * fl * d( ;. _ l) cT* p 0 0 ~ p 0 
The equilibr ium surface t emper a t ur e lli"1der ~.cee -flight ~d.i­
tions is affect ed principclly by the 7ar j.ction in densi t y PO'f wI t h 
e.lt i tude h . The r e stll t s of ca l culat i ons car.cied out f or alti -
tudes of 50 , 000 and 100,000 fee t ·are given in ths f oJ.lm.nns tab l e : 
NJ CA TN No. 1360 
L"1 these calculf::ltions the follo'W"ing data are used: 
Since 
T * = 4000 F abs. 
o 
cr = 4.80 X 10-13 Btu/ sec/ft2/( deg F nbs .) 4 
c 7 < 73. Btu/sllg/l'leg F abs . p 
~ .* = 3.02 X 10-7 slugs/ft-sec 0 
a ,y, 
= 980 ft/sec 0 
p .j(. 
= 3. 61 X 10-4 slugS/ft3 at 50} 000 ft 0 
= 3.31 X 10-5 slugs/ft3 at 100,000 it 
K= 3. 35 x 10-4 at 50,000 ft 
= 3.66 x 10-3 at 100,000 ft 
T - Tl > Ts T for H ~ 3 Fit 50.000 feet 
s 8 Cluj. 1 - lcr 0 
altitude and for Mo::::2 at. 100; 000 feet altH .uc1.e , the laminar 
boundary layer is c ompletely stable under these conditions . 
It should be noted that u..Tlder wind-tunnel - test condl tions in 
wh:1.ch the model is stati0J.18ry .• these rl)di8tion-cond1.~.ction effects 
are absent, n<?t only because of reradiation from tha Kills of the 
vrind tu..11Ilel but also because the surface temper3tu:rc8 are low -
generally of the order of room te~eraturo . 
134 
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TABLE I 











































l30UNDARY LAYER FOR INSULATED SURFACE 
v L H1 
Mo - 0 
0.0004 0.0102 0.5220 
.0029 .0285 .4748 
.0099 .0561 .4303 
.0235 .0940 .3887 
.0462 .1430 .3499 
.0802 .2040 .3139 
.1284 .2782 .2808 
.1937 .3670 .2505 
.2794 . 4721 .2232 
.3896 .5960 .1987 
.5286 .7418 .1770 
.5767 .7904 .1711 
Me> • 0.50 
-0.0004 
-0.0148 0.5122 
-.0001 -.0234 .4671 
.0029 -.0244 .4246 
.0107 -.0169 .3847 
.0254 -.0003 .3474 
.0492 .0260 .3127 
.0846 .0627 .2807 
.1342 .1103 .2513 
.2010 .1695 .2246 
.2882 .2412 .2005 
.4000 .3261 .1790 
.5407 .4247 .1602 
.5526 ,4327 .1589 
.5794 .4501 .1560 
Mo • 0.70 
-0.0009 -0.0321 0.5031 
-.0024 -.0590 .4599 
-.0025 -.0791 . 4191 
.0006 -.0914 .3808 
.0090 -.0951 .3448 
.0248 -.0896 .3113 
.0501 -.0741 .2802 
.0872 -.0478 .2516 
.1389 -.0098 .2255 
.2082 .0412 .2018 
.2985 .1067 .1806 
.4137 .1886 .1619 
.4821 .2363 .1534 
.5270 .2674 .1486 
.5790 .3027 .1436 
H2 M3 N 3 
0.2889 0.0689 0.2999 
.2740 .0604 . 3064 
.2590 .0530 .3124 
.2433 .0460 . 3161 
.2278 .0403 ·3211 
.2120 .0350 .3230 
.1958 .0301 .3217 
.1797 .0256 .3174 
.1639 .0217 .3084 
.1487 .0180 .2935 
.1350 .0139 .2708 
.1312 .0125 .2618 
0.2223 0.0443 0.1927 
.2127 .0401 .2086 
.2019 .0356 . 2193 
.1904 .0316 .2280 
.1789 .0282 .2366 
.1662 .0249 .2420 
.1530 .0217 .2425 
.1390 .0188 .2406 
.1247 .0158 .2333 
.1104 .0128 .2179 
.0963 .0094 .1914 
.0828 .0055 .1444 
.0816 .0051 .1397 
.0792 .0038 .1262 
0.1839 0.0321 0.1484 
.1786 .0300 .1652 
.1721 .0279 .1819 
.1652 .0257 .1981 
.1569 .0233 .2128 
.1478 .0209 .2259 
.1379 .0187 .2358 
.1272 .0165 .2436 
.1157 .0142 .2466 
.1042 .0118 .2417 
.0925 .0085 .2272 
.0813 .0052 .1987 
.0760 .0030 .1787 
.0733 .0016 .1618 
.0709 -.0002 .1575 
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TABLE I - Concluded. 











































BOUNDARY LAYER FOR INSULATED SURFACE - Concluded 
v L HI 
Mo .. 0.90 
-0.0015 -0.0503 0.4816 
-.0047 -.0972 .4422 
-.0082 -.1389 .4049 
-.0102 -.1746 .3696 
-.0090 -.2034 .3365 
-.0029 -.2250 .3054 
.0098 -.2387 .2765 
.0312 -.2441 .2497 
.0634 -.2407 .2251 
.1086 -.2281 .2026 
.1697 -.2063 .1823 
.2496 -.1730 .1641 
.3518 -.1302 .1480 
.4805 -.0784 .1340 
.4913 -.0744 .1330 
.5788 -.0421 .1261 
Mo" 1.10 
-0.0140 -0.2037 0.h026 
- .0206 -.2630 .3682 
-.0255 -.3166 .3358 
-.0272 -. 3640 .3054 
-. 0232 -.4049 .2770 
- .0125 -.4396 .2506 
.0072 - .4680 .2263 
.0382 -.4906 .2040 
.0829 -.5086 .1837 
.141.2 
-.5239 .1655 
.2247 - .5516 .1498 
.)300 
-.5675 1350 
.4407 -.6li2 .1245 
.5789 -.6875 .li51 
Mo '" l. 30 
-0.0561 -0.5982 0.2487 
-.0505 -.6508 .2255 
-.0364 -.6987 .2041 
- .0117 -.7430 .1845 
.0258 -.7856 .1667 
.0790 -.8300 .1507 
.1508 -.8834 .1366 
.241.9 -.9608 .1242 
.3652 -l.0977 .1136 
. 3893 -1.1334 .1119 
.5777 -1. 3074 .1020 
H2 M3 N3 
0.1303 0.0180 0.0908 
.1298 .0185 .1133 
.1281 .0185 .1366 
.1253 .0182 .1594 
.1213 .0175 .1825 
.li63 .0166 .2055 
.li03 .0157 .2252 
.1030 .0143 .2439 
.0947 .0128 .2597 
.0855 . OliO .2703 
.0759 .0090 .2674 
.0656 .0060 .2515 
.0560 .0021 .2l85 
.0464 -.0036 .11.31 
.0463 -.0040 .1373 
.0418 -.0076 .1004 
0.0673 0.0012 0.0806 
.0686 .0038 .1068 
.0683 .0051 .1319 
.0667 .0058 .1598 
.0632 .0064 .1864 
.0581 .0062 .2101 
.0516 .0058 .2293 
.0431 .0047 .2416 
.0333 .0031 .2454 
.0218 .0005 .2310 
.0081 -.0032 .1834 
- .0060 - .0087 0764 
-.0203 - .0157 - 0737 
-.0360 -.0230 -.2366 
0.0244 0.0003 0.2200 
.0233 .0016 .2440 
.0183 .0014 .2644 
.0109 .0003 .2742 
.0019 -.0016 .2700 
-.0099 -.0048 .2285 
-.0236 -.0090 .1184 
-.0404 -.0169 -.0818 
-.0628 -.0294 - .4943 
-.0671 -.0324 -.5971 
-.0834 -;0549 -1.5080 
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IAMIlWl BOUIroARY IAYER FOR N01lnSUIATKD SURFACI 
v L H1 
Mo • 0.70; T 1 • o. '(0 
0.0825 0.0635 0.6102 
.1645 .0949 .5725 
.2466 .1184 .5367 
.3297 .1400 .5026 
.4146 .1632 .4703 
.5023 .1904 .4396 
.5661 .2130 .4191 
.5754 .2163 .4162 
Me" 0.70; T1" 0.80 
0.0486 0.0279 0.5954 
.0965 .0374 .5620 
.1443 .0430 .5300 
.1925 .0482 .4994 
.2417 .0550 .4701 
.2926 .0649 .4420 
.3457 .0789 .4152 
.4017 .0982 .3897 
.4614 .1236 .3654 
.5253 .1562 .3424 
·5592 .1754 .3313 
.5801 .1877 .3248 
Me .. 0.70; T1 ,. 0.90 
0.051t 0.0051 0.5506 
.1028 -.0047 .4939 
.1568 -.0111 .4414 
.2173 -.0079 .3930 
.2885 .0096 .3485 
.3746 .0462 .3080 
.4805 .1073 .2715 
.5426 .1489 .2547 
.5762 .1776 .2466 
Mo" 0.70; T1 • 1.25 
-0.0237 -0.0476 0.5100 
-.0476 -.0797 .4678 
-.0698 -.1013 .4276 
-.0886 -.1132 .3896 
-.1021 -.1155 .3538 
-.1085 -.1081 .3202 
-.1057 -.0912 .2888 
-.0917 -.0645 .2597 
-.0641 -.0281 .2330 
-.0203 .0179 .2086 
.0427 .0734 .1865 
.1286 .1373 .1668 
.2414 .2071 . 1495 
.3859 .2770 .1345 
.5184 .3212 .1248 
.5779 .3349 .1212 
~ ~ 13 
0.3272 0.0524 0.2748 
.3157 .0502 .2920 
.3045 .0481 .3081 
.2936 .0458 .3233 
.2828 .0433 .3380 
.2724 .0412 .3519 
.2651 .0395 .3610 
.2642 .0394 .3623 
0.2811 0.0493 0.1369 
.2737 .0475 .1504 
.2663 .0457 .1635 
.2590 .0437 .1763 
.2514 .0417 .1882 
.243~ .0397 .2001 
.2363 .0378 .2110 
.2287 .0359 .2213 
.2210 .0339 .2311 
.2133 .0321 .2400 
.2094 .0310 .2~43 
.2071 .0303 .2465 
0.2410 0.0435 0.1426 
.2304 .0404 .1638 
.2191 .0370 .1846 
.2074 .0337 .2032 
.1951 .0304 .2203 
.1825 .0272 .2339 
.1698 .0240 .2462 
.1637 .0224 .2517 
.1606 .0217 .2541 
0.1750 0.0324 0.1462 
.1710 .0310 .1634 
.1661 .0292 .1794 
.1600 .0272 .1956 
.1529 .0251 .2108 
.1448 .0228 .2238 
.1354 .0208 .2342 
.1249 .0185 .2402 
.1133 .0161 .2409 
.1008 .0139 .2297 
.0870 .0113 .2069 
.0728 .0083 .1616 
.0582 .0042 .0816 
.0427 - .0012 -.0601 
.0314 -.0067 -.2262 
.0269 -.0091 -.3028 
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TAllLE III 
PHASE VELOCITY, WAVE II1J.lBER,AND REYNOLDS NUo!BER FOR NEUrnAL SUBSONIC 




















.7177 27, 500 





.1695 41~ , 500 
.2216 20 ,200 





·.9301 1, 230 
.9558 1,220 
1. 0140 1,190 
1.1880 1,410 
1. 2150 1, 580 
1. 21'iO 1, 660 





0.0191 53 ,400, 000 











































0146 13, 500 
.0198 5,190 
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TABLE I II - Concl uded 
PlL4SE VELOCITY, \JAVE NUMBER, AND REYNOL1)S mMBER FOR NElJI'RAL SUBSONIC DISTUlUl!I!~CE 









. 2666 .1961 
·~97 .2459 
. 3326 ·3053 
. 3652 
· 3777 
. 3976 .4638 
.4296 .5733 
.4612 .7260 
. 4636 .7396 
. 4812 .8810 
.4812 1. 0130 
. 4636 1. 0120 












. 3292 .2200 
.3616 .2755 
.1938 .3417 
. 4246 .4159 








0 .2541 0.0451 
.2858 .0818 
. 3173 .1202 
. 3488 .1636 
.3800 .2132 
4111 .2707 









. 44Hl .5401 
----~-~-.~-~-~- - - --
R O-e Re 
Mo • 0· 90 
111,000,000 0 .0012 12,600 ,000 
5, 960,000 .0028 





12, 100 .0223 
7,020 .0280 
4, 320 .0348 
2,820 .0430 
1, 950 .0529 
1,410 .065 3 
1,090 .0827 
1, 080 .0843 
1, 010 .1004 
1, 230 .1154 
1, 740 .1153 
1,820 .1148 
3,180 .1029 
5, 590 .0892 
9,940 .0757 
18,500 .0629 
Me • 1.10 
5, 730,000 0.0009 
769,000 .0029 
224, 000 .0050 
85, 000 .0076 
38, 300 .0107 
19, 300 .0143 
10, 600 .0186 
6, 260 .0237 
3,920 .0297 
2, 610 .0368 
1,850 .0448 





3, 320 .0865 
5, 930 .0732 
10, 400 .0622 
Mo = 1. 30 
63,800 0.0047 
24, 800 .0085 
12, 300 .0125 
6, 990 .0170 
4, 280 .0222 
2, 800 .0281 
1, 930 .0351 




1, 080 .0928 
2, 310 .0809 
2, 550 .0789 
4, 500 .0671 
7, 980 .0561 
.~ ___ 4 __ _ ___ • 
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143 NACA TN No. 1360 
TABLE IV 
PHASE VELOCITY, WAVE NlMBER, AND REYNOLDS NUMBER FOR NEUTRAL 

































.2075 . '5609 
.1851 .5062 
.1625 .4465 
.1397 . 3827 
.1168 .3164 
.0937 . 2489 
.0705 .1822 
R ete Re 
~\, oS 0.70; T1 - 0.70 
82,400,000 0 .0041 9,900,000 
5,360,000 .0088 644,000 
1,110,000 .0143 133,000 
371,000 .0205 44,600 
161,000 .0277 19,300 
83,400 .0364 10,000 
57,200 .0441 6,870 
54,400 .0454 6,540 
69,000 .0599 8,280 
73,900 .0598 8,870 
121,000 .0568 14,500 
2701 000 .0502 32,400 
711,000 .0416 85,400 
2,500,000 .0315 300,000 
14,600,000 .0206 1,750,000 
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TABLE IV - Concluded 
PHASE VELOCrry, "TAVE NUMBER, AND REYNOLDS NUMBER FOR 
NEUTRAL SUBSONIC DISTURBANCE (STABILITY LIMITS) FOR 








































R <I.e Re 
Mo • 0.70; Tl • 0.90 
17,100,000 0.0042 1,930,000 
1,040,000 .0092 118,000 
200,000 .0153 22,700 
62,500 .0226 7.070 
25,500 .0314 2,880 
12,400 .0422 1,410 
6,970 .0563 789 
5,520 .0658 624 
4,990 .0718 565 
6,500 .0884 135 
7,920 .0871 895 
11,600 .0827 1,310 
25,200 .0710 2,850 
60,300 .0581 6,820 
170,000 .0449 19,200 
617,000 .0323 69,800 
3,740,000 .0203 423,OGO 
Mo ~ 0.70; Tl m 1 .25 
78,800,000 0.0016 8,090,000 
4, 380,000 .0036 450,000 
770,000 .0058 79,000 
217,000 .0084 22,200 
78,900 .0115 8,100 
34,000 .0152 3,490 
16, 500 .0195 1,700 
8,830 .0247 907 
5,070 .0308 520 
3,110 .0382 319 
2,020 .0471 207 
1,380 .0582 142 
1,000 .0725 103 
760 .0931 78 
643 ,1211 66 
615 .1486 63 
640 .1630 66 
806 .1770 83 
1,390 .1577 142 
2,740 .1291 281 
5, 360 .106e 550 
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Figure 1.- Boundary- layer velocity profiles f or insulated surface. 
Since (J is taken equal to unity, the temperature profile i8 
given by T:: Tl _ [Tl _ (1 + 11' ; 1 lrIo2)Jw _ 'If; 1 lrI o2w2. 
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FIgure 2.- Boundary-layer velocIty profIles for noninsulated 
surface. Mo = 0.70. Tl 1s the ratio of surface temperature 
(deg abs.) to free-stream temperature (deg abs.). Inflect10n 
more pronounced and farther out Into flu1d for Tl = 1.25 
than for 1nsulated surface (Tl ~ 1.10). No 1nflect1on tor 
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C 
(.) Insulated surface. 
~ ti=i1 ~ 
I n+i' fmh#~ 
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Figure 3.- Distribution of ~y(p g;) across boundary l~yer, as 
expressed by the function .(c) which appears d1rectly in 
stability oaloulation. The value of c· Co at whioh 
(l - 2 A)V • 0.580 (A is small) is .. measure or the 
atability or a given laminar boundary-layer flow. 
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(b) Noninsulated surface. Mo = 0.70. 
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F1gure 4.- Wave nuaber O('e aga1n8t Reynol~s nuaber Be tor neutral stab111ty 
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(b) Insulated surface. 






Mo = 0.50. 
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(c) Insulated surtace. Ko = 0.70. 
F1gure 4.- Cont1nued. 
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(d) Insulated surfao.e. 110 c: 0.90. 
Figure 4.- Continued. 
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Figure 4.- Continued. 
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(k) Insulated surface. Note that a.~ ~ I: 0 as R~ 00 for insulated surface . (Me I: 0.) 
























(l) Noninsulated surface. 110 = 0.70. Note that CL~ CLS ::/: 0 as R~ co when Tl 1.25 . 
Figure 4. - Concluded. 
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Figure 5.- Variation of m1n1mum critical Reynolds number 
with Maoh number for laminar boundary-layer flow. 
(u*e) (u*x~ Insulated surfaoe. Re: ~* ; Rx*a Vo* Ja 2.25 Re2• 
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rigure 6.- Dependence of minimum critical Reynolds number 
on thermal conditions at solid surface. Ho = 0.70 • 
Tl is the ratio of surface temperature (deg abs.) to 
tree-stream temperature (deg abs,). 
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Fig. 6b 
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(b)R * against Tl calculated from Talu8s 
xcrmln 
of Rg taken trom figure 4. 
crmin 
F1gure 6.- Oonoluded. 
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figure 7.- Stabilizing eftect at supersonic Hach numbers 01' 
withdrawal 01' heat trom tluid t~ough solid surface. At 
each value of Ho> 1, there is a critical value 01' 1'1 = Tl 
or 
suoh that tor Tl f Tl the laminar boundary-layer flow is 
cr . 
stable at all values of the Reynolds number. (Cu~ve8 for 
Ho = 0 and Ho = 0.70 inoluded for comparison.) Rg 
( ) crm1n estimated from equat10n 5.~. ? 0<. T; 0- = 1. 
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figure ~.- Critical temperature ratio fl tor 
or 
stability ot laminar boundary layer against 
Xach number XO' fa is the ratio ot stagnation 
temperature (deg abs.) to tree-stream te~perature 
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